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ABSTRACT

This dissertation consists of three distinct, publishable ‘papers’ included as separate

chapters. Although all of the three chapters can be read and understood indepen-

dently, the first two chapters are on related themes. The essence of the first two

chapters are, therefore, to analyze the individuals’ higher education expenditures

over their life-cycle. It considers the standard life-cycle human capital accumulation

theory as a benchmark model and tests the rationale and validity of it by applying

empirical methodologies and calibration. The third topic employs the Granger causal-

ity test to find out what causes the stock price volatility to become more sensitive,

whether it is for interest rate or exchange rate risk.

More specifically, the first chapter uses Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX)

data to estimate the effects of an individual’s age on higher education expenditures.

Using a synthetic panel created from the CEX data and controlling for fixed effects

and different demographic level characteristics, the regression results are then used

to construct the life-cycle profile for higher education expenditures based on age.

The estimated coefficients of age and its polynomials are found to be statistically

significant. Special emphasis is placed on finding the turning points by using the

polynomial regression coefficients that indicate a change in the age pattern over the

life-cycle. The turning point analysis indicates a “hump” shaped nature for education

expenditures, counter to what theory suggests.

The second chapter considers the life-cycle higher education expenditures profile

for individuals as a baseline model and investigates the possible impact of “parental

altruism” and borrowing constraints on the human capital investment. The analysis is

conducted by employing a standard overlapping-generations model in which parental

altruism is emphasized over borrowing constrains for children. This quantitatively

calibrated model predicts that the intertemporal substitution effect dominates the
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income effect for the individual of middle age groups, causing allocation of their in-

come towards the higher education expenditures of their young-aged child. The latter

effect generates the hump shaped human capital expenditures pattern for individual

parents who decided to enroll for college education at a later period of their life.

The third and final chapter explores the Granger causality test and the bi-variate

as well as the multivariate co-integration to determine the interactions between in-

terest rates, exchange rates, and the composite stock volatilities of different traded

contracts under the Chicago Board Options and Exchange. Using the daily sector

data for all observed variables from the St. Louis Fed over the period of 2007-2017

and introducing the method of simple vector autoregression, this study examines var-

ious aspects of the correlation where the current and the previous values of volatility

indices, interest rates, and exchange rates have shown significant Granger causality

effects to the return behavior of those volatility indices, interest rates, and exchange

rates. The estimated result indicates that, under the absence of any long-run relation-

ships, interest rates have more unidirectional and bi-directional causal effects with the

stock market volatility indices than in comparison with the exchange rates, although

both of them are identified as significant determinants of stock price volatility.
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CHAPTER I

HUMPS IN HIGHER EDUCATION EXPENDITURES

OVER THE LIFE-CYCLE: EVIDENCE FROM

CONSUMER EXPENDITURE SURVEY DATA

1. Introduction

This paper constructs the empirical life-cycle profile for higher education expendi-

tures. In general, life-cycle profile means how much an individual spends on average

with respect to age. The purpose of constructing an empirical life-cycle higher edu-

cation expenditures profile is so it may be compared to theoretical life-cycle profiles.

Cahuc and Zylberberg (2004) present a theoretical life-cycle profile of education ex-

penditures that is generated from the model of life-cycle human capital accumulation

of Ben-Porath (1967), and Heckman (1978). In this case, the individual’s schooling

and hence their expenditures on education is decreasing everywhere based on age.

Thus, construction of an empirical profile in this area would allow one to see the

validity of this standard theory.

The economic reasons behind a decreasing life-cycle higher education profile are

related to opportunity costs. If wages increase with an individual’s age (e.g., experi-

ence, specialization, tenure, seniority) then the opportunity cost of attending college

should increase with age. Alternatively, empirical research on consumption expendi-

tures (as opposed to higher education) for both durable and nondurable goods has

shown a hump shaped nature of consumption function; expenditures are low early

in life, then rise considerably until about the age of 50 and fall again. These exam-

ples, which include Gourinchas and Parker (2002), Fernández-Villaverde and Krueger
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(2007), Fernández-Villaverde and Krueger (2011), would suggest that higher educa-

tion expenditures may be humped shaped as well, because they are a component

of total consumption expenditures. These alternative views, strictly decreasing or

humped shaped profiles, form the null and alternative hypotheses of this paper.

For the purpose of constructing the life-cycle profile of education expenditures,

this paper employs Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX) data. The CEX is a rotat-

ing panel of about 5,000 households, where each household is interviewed every three

months over the five calendar quarters. Every quarter, 20% of the sample is replaced

by the new households. The CEX data set provides details about individual charac-

teristics, including expenditures, and has the advantage of covering the ages needed

to estimate the life-cycle profiles. For the same reason, this paper did not use the

potential data from the NLSY-79 or from the NLSY-97 cohorts, as the respondents

are too young in their life-cycle.1 For example, the maximum age in NLSY would be

between 51 to 58 years (considering the NLSY-79 cohort) in respect to the observed

time period.

The empirical strategy that this paper uses is the fixed effects panel regression.

Due to the difficulties of forming the regular panel associated with the CEX data, this

study constructs a pseudopanel or synthetic panel and uses the cohorts as the fixed

effects. More specifically, this panel is constructed in line with Deaton (1985) who

averages by year of birth (an obvious common characteristic). Then, these averages

are further grouped into 15 cohorts with a range of five years. The total effect is

a panel that represents 15 average individuals who are in different stages of their

life-cycle. The shape of the profile is found by including a sequence of polynomials

with respect to age. If the profile changes slope, the higher order polynomials would

1NLSY means National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, that are comprised of the set of surveys
conducted by Bureau of Labor Statistics and are designed to gather data on labor market activities
as well as other significant life events for several groups of young men and women at several points
in time.
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capture these deviations. The ages at which the polynomials change slope are called

turning points, and a purpose of the estimation strategy is to quantify the importance

(if any) of these.

The main result of this paper is that it finds a clear hump in the higher education

life-cycle profile. The turning points are statistically significant and occur firstly

at age 49 followed by another at age 74. A second finding of this paper is that

higher education spending on individuals who live “outside” the consumer unit peak

when the head of the household is around 50. Presumably, the spending is for the

children of the family who are attending college but no longer live at home. Taken

together, the findings suggests that, with respect to higher education, children cause

individuals to under-consume around the age of 50 and to over-consume before and

after this period thus leading to a hump in the educational spending profile. A

resulting puzzling question arises: if consumers desire a smooth and decreasing higher

education consumption profile (as theory predicts), why don’t they use precautionary

savings decisions to achieve this? For sure the studies of Guo (2014) and Bagchi

(2011), which demonstrate that borrowing costs and overconfidence, respectively, can

explain the consumption expenditures hump, are likely a starting point in the search

for new theories.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related

literature and the CEX data with a description of pseudopanel construction. Section 3

outlines empirical methodology with a linear fixed effects modeling of higher education

expenditures and polynomials of age. Section 4 discusses the empirical findings.

Section 5 offers summary and concluding remarks.
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2. Related Literature and the CEX Data

2.1 Related Literature

Higher education consumption is an important component of the U.S. economy (4%

of the total consumption),2 and it is also well known that higher education determines

generational income mobility.3 Additionally, higher educational choices are not solely

for the young. The Current Population Survey reports that adult students – ages

greater than 25 – make up about 38 percent of all college students.4 The survey also

shows that about half of adult students are 35 years and older. Fowler and Young

(2004) report that the choice to enroll in college is heavily influenced by current

business conditions. Thus, understanding spending patterns in higher education is an

important endeavor as it gives insight into a significant non-trivial choice individuals

make over their lifetime and over the business cycle.

This paper builds on the sizable literature documenting empirical life-cycle con-

sumption expenditure profiles, examples of which include: Attanasio and Weber

(1995), Deaton (1997), Attanasio, Banks, Meghir, and Weber (1999), Gourinchas and

Parker (2002), Fernández-Villaverde and Krueger (2011), and Kraft, Munk, Seifried,

and Steensend (2014). Moreover, these studies pertain to the total consumption ex-

penditures or the major categories of consumption (nondurable, durable, services)

over the life-cycle. This study is therefore unique in that no previous research has

constructed higher education expenditures profiles.

A re-occurring result of the literature is that consumption expenditures over the

life-cycle is hump shaped. Studies show that individuals’ delay consumption for a

certain period of their life-cycle and accumulate precautionary savings when income

2National center for Education Statistics;
available at http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator cma.asp

3Thirteen Economic Facts about Social Mobility and the Role of Education, Brook-
ings; https://www.brookings.edu/research/thirteen-economic-facts-about-social-mobility-and-the-
role-of-education/

4Author’s calculations.
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uncertainty is revealed to a large extent. Thus, different demographics and persistent

income shocks generate hump shaped consumption expenditures profiles for both

durable and non-durable goods. This inverted U-shaped pattern is robust to different

data sources as documented in the extensive review of Attanasio and Weber (2010).

They mention that, on average, the hump peaks at age 50. With regards to higher

education expenditures, there are reasons to believe that the hump does not exist.

The standard human capital model of Ben-Porath (1967) predicts a strictly downward

sloping higher education profile. The main reason is opportunity costs: expending on

college when the individual is young at the expense of foregoing current expenditures.

Observed earnings are relatively low when young, and thus attending college has a

low opportunity cost when young. In related literature, a hump in wages (with

very different peak ages than consumption) has been documented in Murphy and

Welch (1990, 1992), Johnson and Neumark (1996), and Casanova (2013). This would

reinforce the no-hump view as opportunity costs are magnified in the middle ages.

As an alternative hypothesis, it is conceivable that the profile is humped shaped.

As higher education is a component of total expenditures, it may very well be trig-

gering the pattern. Studies such as Caliendo and Huang (2007), Feigenbaum (2007),

Bagchi (2011), and Guo (2014) have developed theories to explain either the con-

sumption or income humps. Example theories include mortality risk, overconfidence,

borrowing costs, and income uncertainty. As these reasons may also pertain to higher

education, one might expect a hump in higher education consumption.

2.2 The CEX Data

The CEX data is based on a comprehensive survey run by the Bureau of Labor Statis-

tics (BLS), where each household is interviewed every three months over five calendar

quarters, and at most four times over a period of a year. It is a rotating panel that
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interviews almost 5,000 households; 80% of them are then re-interviewed the following

quarter, and the remaining 20% are replaced by new, random households. This study

takes the data that was collected by conducting an interview survey from the BLS

and that are recorded in their website under the name “interview.” The interview

portfolio contains three sets of files: (i) family, (ii) member, and (iii) expenditure.

The family file contains family demographics such as family size, region, reference

person’s age, population size, state, and urban or rural. The member file contains

the information on each member of the family such as their age, race, gender, marital

status, status of being in armed forces, and educational background. The expenditure

file contains detailed records of expenditures on education by the family as well by

each individual of the family.

The other survey component of CEX data, namely the diary survey, is designed to

collect data on smaller purchased items made by the households, including food and

beverages, both at home and food establishments, housekeeping supplies, tobacco,

non prescribed drugs, and personal care products and services. The expenditures by

each consumer unit (CU) has been recorded in a diary for two consecutive 1-week

periods. Alternatively, the interview survey is designed to obtain data on relatively

large type of expenditures, such as those for property, automobiles, education, major

durable goods, and those that occur on a regular time intervals, such as rent or

utilities. As the interview survey is more reliable (since an interviewer is required) to

collect and record large data sets like higher education expenditures, this study rely

solely on interview survey.

The variables taken from the expenditure files are the net amount5 paid for educa-

tional expenses (JEDUCNET), the member number (EDUCGFTC), and the family

number (NEWID). Because JEDUCNET contains expenditures on all forms of edu-

5Net amounts are total less reimbursements. Reimbursement payments come either from em-
ployers or from people outside the CU.
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cation, higher education consumption is identified by using the CEX coded variables

EDUC AY (types of educational expenses) and EDSCHL A (types of school) that

define the expenditure into 1 of 16 educational types (tuition, housing, etc.) and the

type of education (college, elementary, etc.), respectively. Out of the 16 categories,

only 6 types of expenditures would constitute consumption on higher education. For

example, nursery school expenses are not relevant. The names of the variables ex-

tracted are presented in Table 1.1 and are self explanatory. Housing while attending

school includes any expenditures on room and board such as student apartment shar-

ing.

Unfortunately, after the second quarter of the year 2009, EDUCGFTC was recorded

in a different order where the specific family member for which the expenses was made

cannot be identified. Thus, even though the CEX database continues to collect the

data up to 2014, only the years from 1996 to 2009 are used in this paper. These

exclusion restrictions leave a sample of 687,282 observations. Demographic variables

such as age, year of birth, race, sex, educational background and regions are extracted

from the family and member files and merged with higher education expenditures.

The member number is used as a track for the CU person whom the expendi-

tures was for. From time to time, the CU will spend on someone outside the family

unit. Presumably these are for family members not living in the CU. In these cases,

there is no distinct way to determine the identity of those individuals and what their

relationship with the CU reference person is as the variable EDUCGFTC is set to

missing. For this reason, the education expenditures for individuals outside the CU

are dropped from the main analysis. In the worst-case scenario, this produces a

data set where not all the expenditures are accounted for. However, a subsequent

section will examine the patterns of gross expenditures as they presumably include

reimbursements from family members who are considered outside the CU.
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2.3 Constructing the Pseudopanel

The empirical approach closely follows Deaton (1985) and Fernández-Villaverde and

Krueger (2007). The psuedopanel approach is applied to construct representative

groups or cohorts from the samples. This study considers a range of 15 cohorts

considering the member’s year of birth starting after 1921 and ending in the year

1987. The main outcome variable reduexpi,t represents the average of net real amount

of spending for higher education at time t by the i’th cohort. Formally, the cohort

expenditures are computed as:

reduexpi,t = N−1i,t
∑

rg,t,ieduexpg,t/cpit

where Ni,t is the number of members in cohort i at time t, eduexpg,t is the nom-

inal higher education expenditures of the g’th person at time t, cpit is the time t

consumer price index (CPI) (all consumers), and rg,t,i is an indicator variable that

is 1 for the g’th person if lies inside the i’th cohort. In this context, based on all

individuals belonging to a given cohort, an average value of their net amount paid for

higher education consumption has been recorded as the number of observations for

the dependent variable. In this paper, cohorts are defined by a 5-year interval, and

the sample covers 14 years, so each cohort overlaps with an adjacent cohort at the

sixth year.

Table 1.2 produces summary statistics for a selection of variables. The mean value

of the real net amount paid for higher education is around $69 with a standard devi-

ation of 133.52. The maximum amount spent on higher education (i.e., reduexpi,t) is

just above $835. Though these amounts seem low, the actual mean expenditures by

individuals is larger. Recall that reduexpi,t is the time t cohort average, and given

that the average cohort age is 51 years old, the opportunity cost theory suggests that
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this should be a low number. The typical view of a college age student, age 18-22,

makes up a small fraction of the cohorts.

Other covariates that are included in the study, so as to control for changes in

cohort demographics that might cause a pattern shift in expenditures, are presented in

Table 1.2. The variables whitei,t, malei,t, and urbani,t are dichotomous variables that

take the value one when race is white, gender is male, and the household is in an urban

area, respectively. These variables are constructed in the same way as the expenditure

series. Thus, the cohort demographic variables represent the percentage rates of urban

dwelling white males in each cohort. This study finds that a large proportion of the

sample lives in urban areas and are white. Almost half of the samples are males, and

the other half are females. Other binary variables are used in the estimation process;

of these, three quarter dummies are created by normalizing the first quarter as there

are four quarters in each year from 1996-2009. The quarter dummies are defined as:

quarter2, . . . , quarter4. Additionally, time dummies that represent the year are also

constructed. The time dummies are denoted as: year2, year3, . . . , year15.

The cross-sectional variations in reduexpi,t, whitei,t, urbani,t, and malei,t are pre-

sented in Table 1.3. This result provides useful information about the model covari-

ates and summarizes the variation within individuals as well as across individuals in a

panel. The variable reduexpi,t has higher variation between cohorts than within. This

is logical and expected as there should be considerable gap between cohort variation;

earlier cohorts (older) are further along in their educational life-cycle. The variables

whitei,t and malei,t also have higher variation between cohorts. Alternatively, the

variation over time of individuals (within) is greater than the between variation for

the variable urbani,t. Thus, having a variable such as urbani,t may serve to capture

the within variation of variable reduexpi,t.
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2.4 Spending on Outside of the Consumer Unit

The interview survey has a record on higher education expenditures over those indi-

viduals who are non-CU members (not living with the survey households anymore)

that are not included in reduexpi,t. Figure 1.1 illustrates the average of higher edu-

cation spending on family members living outside the CU with respect to the age of

individual reference person. The figure exhibits a peak starting around the age of 43

to the age 63 for the reference person (head of CU). Outside of this age range, expen-

ditures are significantly smaller. The highest average expenditures by the household

are approximately $275 when the head’s age is 53.

The characteristics of Figure 1.1 mimic the real life fact that heads of families

who are ages 40-60 would most likely have children starting their journey as a college

student. As stated before, because there is no distinct way to determine the identity

of the individuals and their relationship within the CU (if at all), this study can

not say with certainty the spending is for children who live outside the CU. However,

economic reasoning suggests that the peak of Figure 1.1 is most likely due to spending

on children of the family who are currently not living in the consumer unit.

3. Empirical Specification

3.1 Specification of the Estimation Models

To capture both cases of the null (downward sloping everywhere) and the alterna-

tive hypotheses (hump shaped) regarding the higher education expenditures profile,

the regression model includes a third order polynomial. The polynomial which is

nonlinear with respect to age takes the following form:

xi,tβ = agei,tβ1 + age2i,tβ2 + age3i,tβ3
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where xi,t is the vector of polynomials of the main control variable age. Given this

specification, this polynomial will possibly have two turning points (discussed in the

following section) that are determined by the significance of β2 and β3.

Besides including xi,tβ, the overall estimation model controls for cohort and time

effects as well as general cohort level demographic characteristics, such as gender and

race. In particular, this study specifies the following equation as the Fixed Effects

(FE) model:

reduexpi,t = α + ci + λtγ + xi,tβ + zi,tδ + εi,t (1)

Though not reported in the estimation results, the parameter ci is included to capture

unobserved variables that are heterogeneous with respect to cohorts. For example,

members of older generations in greater numbers may have lower high school grad-

uation rates than younger generations. Thus, these generations are “less able” to

demand higher education. The parameters γ control for time effect: both time and

quarterly seasonality on educational expenditures. Because the enrollment payment

system of the U.S. higher education occurs in the first weeks of a semester, one would

expect differences in the quarters when payments usually do not occur.

The previous definitions for the time variables, given by λt ={quarter2,...,quarter4}

and {year2,...,year15} show that this study is controlling for year-to-year changes but

not changes from quarters of different years. As in Deaton (1997) and Fernández-

Villaverde and Krueger (2011) the coefficients for the fixed effects, quarterly dummies,

and time dummies are restricted to sum to zero. Additionally, the coefficients for the

time dummies are restricted to be orthogonal to a year time trend (demeaned). The

variable εi,t is assumed to be an independent, zero mean, random error. This random

term captures all the measurement error in higher education expenditures, as well as

any unobserved cross-sectional heterogeneity.
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The vector of covariates zi,tδ is intended to capture variation of reduexpi,t from

changes in cohort demographics that have occurred over time. The specific form used

is given as:

zi,tδ = whitei,tδ1 +malei,tδ2 + urbani,tδ3

The race parameter δ1 measures the impact of an individual who decides to attend

college and therefore incurs different costs, depending on the choice of an educational

institution, family background, and race or ethnicity. Hispanics and Blacks gener-

ally have lower college attendance rates than Whites as shown by previous studies.6

Therefore, Hispanics and Blacks should have a lower average education expenditures

than White households, suggesting δ1 is positive. The parameter δ2 captures the gen-

der specific impact on reduexpit. Though it is conceivable that there are differences

in college enrollment by gender and retention rates, a-priori, it is difficult to sign δ2.

The parameter δ3 is designed to capture the effect of urban or rural differences: assign

all urban residents a value of 1 and all rural residents a value of 0.

The second model is the application of Correlated Random Effects (CRE) model

of Mundlak (1978), Chamberlain (1982), and Wooldridge (2011). In this case the

parameter ci is modeled by:

ci = ψ + x̄iξ + ai

allowing equation (1) to be rewritten as:

reduexpi,t = α + λtγ + xi,tβ+x̄iξ + zi,tδ + εi,t (2)

where α and εi,t have absorbed the ψ and ai variables respectively. Equation (2)

6Investment in higher education by race and ethnicity.
http://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2014/article/investment-in-higher-education-by-race-and-

ethnicity.htm
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allows the benefit of the CRE specification is that it allows us to unify fixed and

random effects estimation as an efficient estimator. With the CRE approach, one

includes time-invariant variables and the parameter ξ is the effect of the time averaged

covariates (averaged across the unbalanced panel) on the response variables. Besides

being the efficient estimator, this approach leads to a simple robust tests of the

correlation between heterogeneity and covariates. This differentiated test, namely

the Hausman test, compares random effects and fixed effects. If ξ = 0 the model

will converge to the traditional random effects model and fixed effects is rejected. A

downside to the CRE approach is that it complicates the estimation and testing of

the turning points (if any) of the age polynomial. For this reason, if it is the case

that ξ 6= 0, the FE is preferred to the CRE model.

The final model considered is the partially linear model (PLM) for panel data of

Baltagi and Li (2002). The general setup is:

reduexpi,t = ci + λtγ + f(xi,t) + zi,tδ + εi,t

The function f(xi,t) is approximated by a pk series spline, which is a fractional poly-

nomial with pieces defined by a sequence of knots which are smoothly joined. During

the estimation, the data is differenced thus removing the fixed effects terms. A ben-

efit of this approach is the lack of restrictive assumptions such as the degree of the

polynomial and parameter restrictions of the type used by Deaton (1997). For ex-

ample, parameter restrictions on the fixed effects are not necessary as the estimator

differences the data. Additionally, the non-parametrics free-up identification for the

time effects. A deficiency of the method arises in the PLM from the fact that there

are no parameter estimates to test for turning points. For this reason, the PLM will

only be used for a robustness check of whether the polynomials in the FE and CRE
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models have embedded too many restrictions to capture the true life-cycle profile.

3.2 Estimation of Turning Points

A prediction of the null hypothesis is that higher education expenditures are strictly

decreasing with respect to age. In this case, the coefficient β1 is expected to be

negative, and the coefficients β2 and β3 are expected to be zero. Alternatively, under

the research hypothesis of a hump, β2 and β3 do not necessarily have to be zero. In

this case, β2, and β3 are expected to be positive and negative, respectively. This can

be seen by taking the derivative of xi,tβ with respect to age and then solving for the

roots of age. The resulting roots are denoted by the vector τ and given by:

 τ1

τ2

 =

 −β2−
√
β2
2−3β1β3

3β3

−β2+
√
β2
2−3β1β3

3β3

 (3)

where β1, β2 and β3 are the unbiased estimators.

To determine the distributions of the turning points of τ1 and τ2 around the

estimates β1, β2 and β3, a first order Taylor series approximation is applied to the

vector of equation (3) to give an approximation of the first order expansion and their

variance of the form:

τ1,2 = e− bβ1 + cβ2 − dβ3 (4)

and

var (τ1,2) = b2var (β1) + c2var (β2) + d2var (β3)

+2bcCov (β1, β2) + 2bdCov (β1, β3) + 2cdCov (β2, β3)
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Plassmann and Khanna (2007) show that the coefficients of the above two equations

can be estimated by the following equation set:

e = a+ bβ1 − cβ2 + dβ3

where  a =
−β2±
√
β2
2−3β1β3

3β3
b = −±

√
β2
2−3β1β3
2

c =
±
√

(β2
2−3β1β3)β2
3β3

− 1
3β3

d =
−β2±
√
β2
2−3β1β3

3β2
3

+
±
√

(β2
2−3β1β3)β1
2β3


For the CRE model, the turning points and their distributions are defined similarly,

albeit slightly more complicated.

4. Results and Findings

4.1 Results from the Estimation Models

Table 1.4 presents the estimation results for net real education expenditures from the

FE model illustrated in equation (1). With 742 observations, the F -value for testing

of the joint significance of the coefficients rejects the null of zero as indicated by the

low p-value (essentially 0). The coefficient of agei,t, which is -85.72, has a negative

sign, implying that higher education expenditures decreases as an individual’s age

increases. The coefficient of age2i,t can be treated as an interaction effect of age

multiplied by itself. Thus, the quadratic component age2i.t indicates the direction and

the steepness of the curvature when the rate of change of the linear age component

is set equal to zero. The regression results find a positive estimate for age2i,t of 1.46

which stipulates the slope of the higher education does, at some point, becomes less

negative and may even become positive (upwardly sloped). Alternatively, the positive

age2i,t means when individual gets older the effect of age on the outcome variable is
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stronger. For the third polynomial, age3i,t the coefficient estimate is -0.0079. All three

age coefficients are highly significant at the lowest conventional level of significance.

For the set of demographic variables, the coefficient estimates of whitei,t and

urbani,t show a large positive difference in the mean of the outcome variable for the

white individuals residing in urban areas as compared to the non-white and rural resi-

dent, holding all other predictors constant. However, only the coefficient on whitei,t is

statistically significant. The malei,t coefficient has a negative value which can be in-

terpreted as the expected difference in the mean of the outcome variable decreases for

that of the male individual as compared to the female, holding all other explanatory

variables constant. Nevertheless, this coefficient is insignificant.

The effects of quarter dummies are large enough to affect net real education expen-

ditures. The second and third quarter coefficients provide significant negative values,

while the fourth quarter estimates offer significant positive values. This implies that

the outcome variable decreases in the second and third quarter as compared with the

first quarter, but increases in the fourth quarter compared to the first quarter. This

pattern is plausible as it agrees with what one thinks is a standard college payment

period, i.e. during the two vital periods of the U.S. education year, Fall and Spring

semester.

Using the results from FE model, Figure 1.2 plots the estimated graph of the

life-cycle profiles of real higher education expenditures over the age controlling for

demographics, quarter and time effects. More specifically, the life-cycle profile is

constructed assuming the economy is in the 4th quarter and last time period of the

sample for a white male and urban dweller. The graph shows that the education

expenditures have a hump. Instead of decreasing continuously (as theory suggests),

at the age of approximately 50 expenditures begin to increase until a local peak is

reached at around the age of 75. Then, the profile returns to its downward path. On
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one hand, one can view the pattern as deviating from theory in the range of ages

50-75; higher education expenditures are too high in this range. Another view is that

education expenditures are too low prior to age 50. In any event, a statistical test

for determination of turning point significance is needed. This is to be done in a

subsequent section.

Table 1.5 provides the estimated results from the CRE approach as shown in equa-

tion (2). The coefficients of agei,t, age
2
i,t, and age3i,t have the same signs as compared

to the FE model and thus include characteristics of the competing hypotheses. The

corresponding magnitude of these parameters are almost identical to that of the FE

model. For example, the agei,t coefficient for the CRE model is -88.96 whereas this

was -85.72 in the previous FE model. The negative age coefficient for this model in-

dicates that the real average education expenditures should decrease by almost 88.96

real dollars if the individual’s age increases by one year holding all else constant. The

estimated age2i,t and age3i,t coefficients are 1.48 and -0.008 respectively which echoes

previous results of the FE model. All the age coefficients are highly significant in this

case. Under the null hypothesis of a “no hump” situation, the estimates indicate that

the curvature of the life-cycle profiles is interrupted at some age levels. Thus the null

hypothesis is also likely to be rejected in the CRE approach.

The CRE model also incorporates the time in-variant variables agei, age
2
i , and

age3i and are in the spirit of imposing extra restrictions to estimate the parameters

of the age variables. Notice that the impact of the average cohort age does not undo

the negative slope coefficient of agei,t; the sum of agei,t and agei is still, as expected,

negative. Likewise, the sum of the effects of remaining polynomials of age coefficients

are consistent with the theory.

The impact of other demographic regressors on higher education expenditures

are, for the most part, similar to those of the FE model. As before, the whitei,t
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coefficient is found to be significant. The size of the coefficient indicates that the

average difference in net spending on higher education is 443.15 real dollars higher

for the white individual in comparison to the non-white individual. Additionally,

the malei,t coefficient is negative -58.56 but insignificant. The last similarity is the

positive urbani,t coefficient which shows that individuals living in an urban region

spend 297.47 dollars more on net real education expenditures as compared to those

in rural areas. However, unlike the FE method, the urban coefficient is significant

under the CRE estimation technique.

Recall, when ξ = 0, the fixed effects estimation are not appropriate. Implementa-

tion of this Hausman test is given by the joint test of ξ1 = 0, ξ2 = 0, and ξ3 = 0. The

reported test statistic is the χ2 (chi-squared) with the value of 18.20 and 3 degrees

of freedom has an extremely low p-value (< 0.0004). Thus, both the FE and CRE

models are appropriate as they embed the fixed effects assumption. Because the FE

is slightly easier to use (more parsimonious) than the CRE, we favor the FE over the

CRE and thus base the remaining analysis on the results from the FE model.

Now consider the results from the partially linear model (PLM). Figure 1.3 plots

the estimated non-parametric function of the PLM whose values have been normalized

to sum to zero. Notice that the non-parametric function has the same shape as

the parametric function estimated by the FE model in Figure 1.2. That is, the

effect of age on net expenditures declines up to some point. Around the age of 50,

expenditures begin to increase. At another age – around the mid 70’s – the effect of

age of is negative. Given the similarity across results, this study conclude that the

functional form chosen to represent age’s effect in the life-cycle is appropriate and

not driving the apparent curvature in the life-cycle profile. The opportunity cost and

the parental transfers are found to be the two important factors that plays the vital

role in observing the hump shaped profile.
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4.2 Results from the Polynomial Function Specification

To calculate the turning points, their corresponding standard deviations, t-values,

and p-values, the coefficients for agei,t, (all parts of the polynomial) are plugged into

the equations (3) and (4) that were defined in the section 3.2. Panel A of Table 1.6

summarizes the estimation results for the two turning points. The findings are that

there are two turning points, τ1 = 48.58 and τ2 = 74.85, with large t-values of 18.36

and 9.66, respectively. And, as a result, both turning points are highly significant as

indicated by their low p-values. It can therefore be concluded that the expenditures on

higher education have a statistically important hump starting roughly at age 49. The

null hypothesis of this paper is rejected thus establishing the alternative hypothesis in

favor of this point. Recall, the null hypothesis of a strictly downward sloping profile is

driven by the opportunity costs. Clearly, the hump pattern suggests a wedge between

the opportunity cost calculation at around the ages of 49 to 74.

4.3 Net versus Gross Expenditures

The CEX data set also has the information on how much of college expenditure

was or will be reimbursed (EDREIMBX). By adding the values of JEDUCNET and

EDREIMBX a gross higher education expenditures is constructed. The reimburse-

ment payments can come either from the employers or from the people outside the CU.

The gross data series can account for any missing expenditures that were discussed

in the previous section 2.4.

Using the FE model and taking the gross real education expenditures as a de-

pendent variable, the resulting sets of regression coefficients are then used to redraw

the expenditures profile on age. Figure 1.4 plots the estimated graph of the life-cycle

profiles of real gross higher education expenditures based on the individual age. As
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compared to Figure 1.2 of life-cycle profile, we see that the hump still occurring in

the same range as with the net data. The only difference is that the hump is slightly

bigger in size for the gross sample than for the net sample. These results suggest

that applying the gross higher education expenditures did not make any distortion in

shaping the life-cycle higher education expenditures profile.

To investigate whether the turning points are statistically significant, the same

procedure has been applied to calculate the t-values and the standard errors. The

summary of the estimation results of the two turning points are presented in Panel

B of Table 1.6. The estimation results indicate that there are two turning points,

τ1 = 48.03 and τ2 = 74.85, at the two age levels which are almost the same as

previously found. The t-values are found to be 21.25 and 9.35, respectively. The

extremely low p-values thus reject the null of the turning points being equal to zero.

4.4 Outside of CU Comparison

Consider the life-cycle profile together with spending on individuals outside the CU;

Figure 1.5 displays both profiles. The peak of the outside spending occurs relatively

close to the first turning point (around age 50). The figure suggests that the turning

points are related to the family situation with regards to children. That is, children

cause individuals to under-consume around the age of 50 and, quite possibly, to over-

consume after this period thus leading to a hump in the educational spending profile.

5. Conclusion

In summary, this paper documents the life-cycle profiles of higher education expenses

on age with special emphasis on the precision of the turning point estimates. Ex-

ploiting the CEX data from the first quarter of the year 1996 to the first quarter of
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the year 2009, the study estimates the higher education life-cycle expenditure profile.

The preceding half (before the age of 49) of the profile can be explained by the theory

of standard complete life-cycle model of education, one of the main workhorses of

modern macroeconomics. However, this research finds that real higher education ex-

penditures have a sizable hump, roughly starting at the age of 49 and peaking at the

age of 74. The failure of this textbook theory calls into question whether opportunity

costs are the sole driver of human capital accumulation as assumed in the models of

Ben-Porath (1967) and Heckman (1978).

A second finding is that, when viewed together, the higher educational life-cycle

profile and the profile that relates age of the head of the household and spending

on individuals who live outside the family are related. The peak of the outside

spending occurs relatively close to the first turning point (age 49). The conclusion

is that individuals are making their own higher educational attainment un-smooth

for someone else – their children. A puzzling question arises: if consumers desire

a smooth and decreasing higher education consumption profile (as theory predicts),

why don’t they use precautionary savings decisions to achieve this? For sure, the

education of children is costly but why incur more welfare loss from a destabilized

life-cycle profile?

This study focused mainly on the empirics of the higher life-cycle profile. Finding

a suitable theory that generates expenditure humps is a subject matter for future

research. For example, non-labor income may be large at higher age levels and there-

fore inducing a dominant income effect. This will establish a way of forgoing work

towards the other substitutes such as schooling and/or leisure. Other propositions

may be embedded in the more advanced theories proposed by Guo (2014), Bagchi

(2011), Feigenbaum (2007), and Caliendo and Huang (2007).
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APPENDIX A: TABLES

Table 1.1: Educational expenses type included in higher education.

Item Code Type of EDUC AY
300 Tuition
310 Housing while attending school
320 Food or board
345 Test Preparation
350 Books purchase, supplies or equipment
360 Other school related expenses
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Table 1.2: Descriptive statistics.

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum
reduexpi,t∗ 68.54 133.52 0 839.43

agei,t 50.72 20.32 18 87
age2i,t 2,985.11 2,114.676 324 7,569
age3i,t 193,653.1 184,553.7 5,832 658,503

whitei,t 0.8337 0.0310 0.7614 0.9308
malei,t 0.4660 0.0366 0.3312 0.5652
urbani,t 0.9113 0.0280 0.8325 1

No. of Obs. 742 742 742 742
Note: * means real education expenditures after adjusted
for inflation.
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Table 1.3: Decomposition of standard deviations (between and within).

Variable Mean Std. Dev.
reduexpi,t Overall 68.5383 133.52

Between 140.11
Within 72.14

whitei,t Overall 0.8336 0.0310
Between 0.0297

Within 0.0148
malei,t Overall 0.4659 0.0366

Between 0.0352
Within 0.0163

urbani,t Overall 0.9113 0.0280
Between 0.0171

Within 0.0234
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Table 1.4: Regression results from the FE model.
Dependent variable: reduexpi,t

Variable Coefficient Std. Dev. t-value p-value
agei,t -85.7297*** 6.3979 -13.40 0.000
age2i,t 1.4603*** 0.1236 11.81 0.000
age3i,t -0.0079*** 0.00072 -11.04 0.000
whitei,t 271.4435* 150.4577 1.80 0.072
malei,t -114.9745 154.5859 -0.74 0.457
urbani,t 82.4613 164.4187 0.50 0.616
quarter2 -16.2859*** 3.3776 -4.82 0.000
quarter3 -9.6839*** 2.8955 -3.34 0.000
quarter4 25.9698*** 3.8751 6.70 0.000
constant 1346.084*** 240.201 5.60 0.000√
MSE 52.467

N 742
Cohorts 15
F32,709 49.52

(p=.0000)

Note: robust standard errors are recorded, *significant at
10% level, **significant at 5% level, ***significant at 1%
level. Time dummies used in estimation are not reported.
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Table 1.5: Regression results from the CRE model.
Dependent variable: reduexpi,t

Variable Coefficient Std. Dev. t-value p-value
agei,t -88.9615*** 6.5648 -13.55 0.000
age2i,t 1.4813*** 0.1249 11.86 0.000
age3i,t -0.0080*** 0.0007 -10.94 0.000
agei 19.2352*** 6.7570 2.85 0.005
age2i -0.2982** 0.1337 -2.23 0.026
age3i 0.0015* 0.0008 1.86 0.063
whitei.t 443.1503** 154.5844 2.87 0.004
malei,t -58.5589 157.8138 -0.37 0.711
urbani,t 297.4755** 131.1777 2.27 0.024
quarter2 -16.3060*** 3.3679 -4.84 0.000
quarter3 -9.5024*** 3.0911 -3.07 0.000
quarter4 25.8085*** 4.1244 6.26 0.000
constant 723.7424*** 178.5764 4.05 0.000√
MSE 54.6887

N 742
Cohorts 15
F22,719 61.20

(p=.0000)

Note: robust standard errors are recorded, *significant at
10% level, **significant at 5% level, ***significant at 1%
level. Time dummies used in estimation are not reported.
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Table 1.6: Turning point analysis.

Turning points Value Std. Dev. t-value p-value
(A) Net Expenditures

τ1 48.5830*** 2.6451 18.3673 4.9723e-62
τ2 74.1601*** 7.6744 9.6633 7.5669e-21

(B) Gross Expenditures
τ1 48.0339*** 2.2600 21.2542 4.2482e-78
τ2 74.8594*** 8.0049 9.3516 1.0817e-19

Note: *significant at 10% level, **significant at 5% level,

***significant at 1% level. Standard deviations are computed

by the delta method.
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APPENDIX B: FIGURES

Figure 1.1: Higher education spending on individuals outside the CU.
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Figure 1.2: The empirical life-cycle profile for net higher education
expenditures.
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Figure 1.3: Semi-nonparametric estimation of the life-cycle profile by the
PLM (net expenditures).
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Figure 1.4: The empirical life-cycle profile for gross higher education
expenditures.
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of the life-cycle profile and spending outside the
CU (net expenditures).
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CHAPTER II

DELAYS IN HIGHER EDUCATION CONSUMPTION:

THE ROLE OF PARENTAL ALTRUISM AND

BORROWING CONSTRAINTS

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to quantify the impact of “parental altruism” on the

individual life-cycle human capital expenditures profile. The recent empirical paper

by Salimullah (2017) shows that individuals in their late fifties provide significant

financial help to their family members (probably to be their children) when they

are going to college, whether or not they live in the same household. Apparently,

an individual parent makes financial transfer to their children to help their offspring

financially when they are schooling. Each individual age-group allocates their time

to perform their activities that produce earnings, physical capital and additions to

the stock of human capital. However, this is not the case for all individuals who stay

at different stages of their life-cycle.

For the case of altruistic parents—who care more about their children’s wel-

fare—individuals spend more for their offspring’s higher education when they are

at the middle age point of their life-cycle because for them the substitution effect

dominates over the income effect. They supposed to substitute leisure with the work

hours by spending more for their kids. This, in turn, compels them to work more labor

hours for spending a significant amount for their own higher education consumption

later after that age limit. This is because they can accumulate less physical capital due

to transfers. This pattern of individuals’ behavior causes a “hump” shaped life-cycle
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profile of the higher education expenditures instead of a continuously decreasing pro-

file with respect to age. Starting from the past decade, human capital accumulation

theory draws important attention to the field of economic literature when the impact

of borrowing constraints and parental altruism is taken into consideration. Typically,

borrowing constraints mean that children cannot borrow against their future income

to finance their education when they are young, and the arguments in favor of this

borrowing constraint leads to an inefficient accumulation of human capital, which

causes a decrease in childrens’ welfare.

Previous studies exhibit that the existence of borrowing constraints could be a

better welfare mechanism for young aged people. This is because the majority of

the parents care about the welfare of their descendants and it is true in most of the

cases that they transfer or leave bequests accordingly for their successor. In an stan-

dard overlapping generations (OLG) model framework, Soares (2015) shows that if a

borrowing constraint does not allow children to borrow against future income, the av-

erage level of individual as well as social welfare can be improved by raising aggregate

savings that cause physical capital to rise. The imposition of borrowing constraints

therefore, lead to a higher parental transfer, which in return raises children’s welfare.

On the other hand, if there are no borrowing hurdles, children could be able to fund

their own higher levels of education, resulting in an increase in the aggregate level of

human capital with a lower level of physical capital and parental bequests.1

The OLG model framework of this study has been constructed with the presump-

tion that children are economic agents with the same preferences as adults, allocating

resources to the acquisition of human capital and enjoying consumption, work, or

leisure. Furthermore, it is assumed that parents care about their children’s welfare

1For instance, Ayiagari, Greenwood, and Seshadri (2002) make a representative statement in a
model with parental altruism where they suggest that the average agent can not be better off in
the incomplete market economy as opposed to the efficient one by comparing the equilibrium under
borrowing constraints to that of unconstrained one.
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in the sense that parents maximize their utility by taking into consideration their

children’s lifetime utility function. Therefore, being rational and forward-looking

economic agents, parents make their decisions by taking into account the full impact

of their children’s future income levels.2 In other research, Fowler and Young (2004)

focus on the role of human capital acquisition and its possible impact on productivity

boom and bust conditions. Young age individuals reduce their labor hours to forgo

certain income due to the higher opportunity cost of obtaining skills when there is a

productivity boom situation. During the productivity bust, young age people turn

out to be both human capital and income poor agents. This will produce less con-

sumption and savings over their lifetime because they will accumulate replacement

human capital in their middle and older ages.

This paper calibrated the results between two parts. The first part of the results

show the structure of the benchmark model with an OLG framework, which accounts

for borrowing constraints that have effects on welfare through the aggregate levels of

physical and human capital.3 The regular hump shape in the physical capital profile

intensifies the welfare gains of introducing borrowing constraints. As individuals grow

older, they could earn and save more and the accumulation of capital also increases.

The young faces the trade-off between low opportunity cost to work and relatively low

opportunity cost to invest in human capital. Hence, the stock of human capital will be

low with younger individuals but produce an upward trend with respect to age. Wages

increase with tenure, seniority, experience and specialization, so labor hours will be a

downward sloping curve based on age when an individual substitutes work by enjoying

2In separate studies, Rangel (2003) and Boldrin and Montes (2005) convey that government sup-
port policies for education and social security can be a good option to imitate the possibility of
unconstrained equilibrium. They argue that governmental support policies could help to optimize
the allocations related to the unconstrained equilibrium and have predicted the idea in which liq-
uidity constraints could be the inefficient competitive equilibrium and may be even worse than the
unconstrained equilibrium.

3Earlier research reveals that an economy with borrowing constraints can increase aggregate
savings and, hence, the aggregate level of physical capital and human capital.
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more leisure. The benchmark model has produced a monotonically decreasing human

capital expenditures profile because individuals’ investment on human capital will

decrease as they age more. For all age groups, the consumption profile generates the

usual upward sloping shape which indicates that individuals desire to smooth out

their consumption expenditures over their life-cycle.

The second part of the calibration results incorporate the parental transfers for the

children and show the quantitative simulation over the baseline model. In this study,

the explicit values for parental altruism have been computed by taking the weighted

ratio of the marginal utilities of younger agents of different age groups who enter into

the maximization problem of the older agents. The results show that when parental

altruism is introduced then currently living younger agents are better off because they

have more income to spend and face higher opportunity cost of attending school. This

causes the young agents to accept more labor hours as compared to the agents in the

middle age group. Nevertheless, the stock of human capital and the human capital

expenditures profile for the young agents fall below that of the benchmark profile. On

the contrary, the older agents (also to be the individual parents) who will bear less

human capital expenditures in their middle age, will now accept a clear hump shaped

profile for educational expenditures at the later part of their life due to the transfers

made for their offspring at their mid 50’s. Furthermore, the increase in human capital

expenditures for higher age group individuals’ amplifies the welfare loss of the parents

as opposed to the welfare gains for their children.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related litera-

ture and the empirical hump. Section 3 lays out the economic model of borrowing

constraints and parental altruism. Section 4 presents the calibrations and discuss the

solution method. Section 5 presents the modeling results, findings and comparisons.

Section 6 states the concluding remarks.
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2. Related Literature

This paper reviews a number of theoretical literature and empirical evidence that

shows the relationship between the existence of borrowing constraints and human

capital accumulation in a general equilibrium framework based on the overlapping

generations model with parental altruism. The contribution of older generations of

households of financing the education for their younger generations could be modeled

in several ways depending on the socio-economic conditions under which the education

regime is entertained. In earlier research, Kotlikoff and Summers (1981) estimate that

intergenerational transfers accredit to 70-80% of private financial wealth in the U.S.

and only 20-30% attribute to own life-cycle savings.4

This paper modeled the generous “parental altruism” and investigates the impact

of financial transfers on individuals life-cycle profile for higher education expenditures

in a standard OLG model. As noted earlier, one of the major researches in this area

and more or less related to this present study has been conducted by Soares (2006,

2015). Indeed, Fowler and Young (2004) also study the cyclical behavior of the

acquisition of skills for the individuals over their life-cycle. The calibrated model

predicts that the substitution effect dominates the wealth effect for all age groups

which implies the opportunity-cost considerations tend to make schooling counter-

cyclical. However, their prediction is found incompatible with the data, which shows

schooling by the young is procyclical. In the end, they replicate the procyclicality

of schooling for the young and countercyclicality of schooling for the old only when

human capital acquisition shocks positively correlated with the productivity shock.

Their paper is closely related to this current research to the extent of its evolution

about the human capital model.

In an overlapping generations model with altruism, Soares (2015) explains that

4For more information see Christian Groth (2015) Macroeconomic Lectures Series.
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borrowing constraints against the future income for children increases welfare in the

long-run. His paper also explores the impact of parental altruism on welfare through

their effect on the aggregate levels of physical and human capital. The author pre-

sumes that the inability to borrow against future income creates impediment for chil-

dren’s investment in education, decreasing the aggregate level of human capital. On

the other side, the existence of borrowing constraints could allow aggregate savings

to increase and, hence, the aggregate level of physical capital. His calibrated gen-

eral equilibrium version of the model shows how parental altruism results in financial

transfers that children allocate to consumption and education and raises children’s

welfare. In another earlier research, Altig and Davis (1989) employ the two-period

model with altruism and find that borrowing constraints for children cause a substan-

tial amount of parental transfers and therefore, increase the welfare of the agents in

the long-run. However, in their long-run stationary equilibrium, the welfare gains for

the younger agent is attributed to pecuniary effects of borrowing constraints where

the increase in wages come from the rise in capital that results from the forced increase

in savings.

Aiyagari, Greenwood, and Seshadri (2002) argue that if the currently living agents

face the borrowing constraint then the average level of welfare for future agents will

decrease. This is because parental altruism for children causes the older generations

to make dissaving for the later part of their life. But, in their model, the authors

only take into account the welfare for the adults to compute their average welfare

measurement, and they did not consider the children as an active agents. Most of

their papers are done by using OLG model over time instead of using life-cycle profile

i.e. individuals age. In a separate paper, Accolley (2015) develops a dynamic deter-

ministic general equilibrium model to investigate the contribution of human capital to

economic growth characterized through the households caring about their children’s
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welfare. His simulated model assumes that there is a permanent rise in the tuition

rate for all the private educational institutions and in turn the ability of learning for

households also rise. He found that each of these two shocks reveals a positive correla-

tion between education, human capital, and output. The predictions of the model are

used latterly to make statements on the student crisis due to the following decision to

increase tuition fees that Quebec witnessed in 2012. His paper predicts that raising

tuition will neither harm education nor negatively impact students’ ability to pay.

Recently, Salimullah (2017) conducts empirical research that estimates the effect

of an individual’s age on higher education expenditures. The findings of this research

come up with a clear hump in the higher education expenditures life-cycle profile for

the later part of individual’s age. The two turning points that occur at two different

age periods namely, 49 and 74, are found statistically significant. A second finding

of that paper is that higher education spending on individuals who live “outside” the

consumer unit peak when the head of the household is around 50. Presumably, this

spending was for the children of the family who are attending college but no longer

live at home.

These two findings suggests that, with respect to higher education, children cause

individuals to under-consume at the age limit of 50 to 53 and to over-consume before

and after this age period. It therefore, leads to a hump in the educational spending

profile. The paper empirically proves the theoretical life-cycle higher education ex-

penditures profile by exploiting the consumer expenditure survey data and establishes

the relationship between an individual’s age and higher education expenditures with

a missing hump over the later part (say, between the age limit of 49 and 75) of the

individual’s life. Figure 2.1 describes the intuitive idea of the education expenditures

hump that are related with the turning points and the family situation with regards

to children.
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3. The Economic Model

Let us consider an economy where a large number of agents are born with identical

preferences and identical initial capital stocks in each period. Agents from generation

t live for I periods and then disappear. At any point in time, there is a set of agents

indexed by their life-cycle period number τ ∈ I = {0, 1, 2, · · · , I—1}. For example,

at time t, the newly born agents are in life-cycle period τ = 0 while the oldest agents

are in life-cycle period τ = I − 1. Besides, the model has three other sectors, namely

the household sector, the production sector, and the human capital acquisition sector.

Individuals allocate their time for each period for work, education, and leisure.

3.1 The Benchmark Model

3.1.1 The Households

Let us assume the economy with a typical OLG model by taking into account the

important assumption that the economic agent makes a choice of work, education,

and leisure over his/her life. The theoretical formation of the utility function for a

household born can be defined by the agent’s utility function:

u(ct, nt1, n
t
2) = u(ctt+τ , n

t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ )

where c is the consumption, n1 is time allocated as labor, and n2 is time devoted

to human capital accumulation.Therefore, the time t dynamic expected utility max-

imization problem of an agent born in life-cycle period τ = 0 is specified by the

following discounted sum of lifetime utility:

max{
ctt+τ , n

t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ

}I−1
τ=0

E

{
I−1∑
τ=0

βτΨτu(ctt+τ , n
t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ )

}
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The term Ψτ =
∏τ

i=0 ψi denotes the unconditional probability of surviving up to age

τ with each ψτ representing the conditional probability of surviving from age τ − 1

to τ , β is the subjective discount factor, and u (.) is a momentary utility function.

The control variables ctt+τ , n
t
1,t+τ and nt2,t+τ denote time t + τ consumption, labor

hours, and human capital acquisition hours for an agent born at time t, respectively.

Finally, ktt+τ+1 and htt+τ+1 are time t + τ + 1 physical capital and human capital

stocks, respectively. The functional form of the utility function is assumed to take

the following index:

u (c, n1, n2) =
c1−γ

1− γ
+ ρ

(1− n1 − n2)
1−µ

1− µ
(1)

The parameters γ is the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of relative risk aversion; ρ indicates

the weight parameter on leisure; and µ determines the labor supply elasticity which

is selected to match the calibration by Heathcote, Storesletten, and Violante (2004).

This utility function is consistent with balanced growth only if one of the following

two conditions hold: (i) γ = 1 and (ii) ρ grows at the rate of technological progress.

The marginal utilities with respect to c, n1, n2 can be formulated from equation (1)

as:

uc (c, n1, n2) = c−γ

un1 (c, n1, n2) = −ρ (1− n1 − n2)
−µ

un2 (c, n1, n2) = −ρ (1− n1 − n2)
−µ

The budget constraints that a typical consumer born at time t and any time t + τ

where τ ∈ I will face:

ctt+τ + ktt+τ+1 ≤ (1 + rt+τ − δk) ktt+τ + wt+τh
t
t+τn

t
1,t+τ (2)
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htt+τ+1 ≤ qtt+τ + (1− δh)htt+τ (3)

where w is the labor wage rate, h is the stock of human capital accumulation, r

is the rate of return to physical capital, δ’s are the depreciation rates, and q is a

human capital production function operated by each agent. Equation (2) denotes the

standard expenditure identity; expenditures on consumption and investment must

be less than or equal to income. Incomes are from previous capital holdings (net of

depreciation δk) and effective labor. Equation (3) relates human capital production

to investment in human capital thus following Heckman (1978) and Fowler and Young

(2004).

Human capital is produced by the following production function where previously

accumulated human capital aids in the acquisition of new human capital when θ1 > 0:

qtt+τ =
(
htt+τ

)θ1 (nt2,t+τ)θ2
for all t and τ ∈ I. The marginal products with respect to human capital and hours

are denoted, respectively, as:

qth,t+τ = θ1
(
htt+τ

)θ1−1 (nt2,t+τ)θ2
qtn2,t+τ

= θ2
(
htt+τ

)θ1 (nt2,t+τ)θ2−1
The input of goods into the production of human capital and the exogenous shock

that may shift the efficiency of human capital technology are not considered in this

case. This assumption facilitates equilibrium computations and is not restrictive as

these goods could be concentrated out, re-interpreting n2,t as a goods-time investment

composite (Heckman, Lochner, and Taber 1998).5

5One restrictive assumption has been taken that is, the measure of physical capital is not included
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3.1.2 The Firms

Firms combine the capital stock with labor services to produce goods according to

a constant returns to scale production functions. Specifically, let us assume that the

aggregate output from a firm is produced by following a Cobb-Douglas set up and

technology:

Yt = F (Kt, ENt)

Yt = Kαk
t (ENt)

1−αk

where Kt =
I−1∑
τ=0

kt−τt represents the aggregate capital stock and the inner product of

ENt =
I−1∑
τ=0

ht−τt nt−τ1,t represents the total effective labor input. The parameter of the

production function αk is assumed to satisfy the condition 0 < αk < 1.

According to the competitive nature of the pricing policy, it can be ensured that all

factors are paid with respect to their marginal products. The marginal productivity

of an effective labor hour from the τth person will be equal to its real price:

wt = MPENt = (1− αk)Kαk
t (ENt)

−αk

The marginal productivity of a unit of capital from the τth person will also be equal

to its real price. Symbolically,

rt = MPKt = αkK
αk−1
t (ENt)

1−αk

where w is the labor wage rate, r is the return to physical capital. All households

receive the same return on capital, but there is a nontrivial distribution of wages over

the life-cycle.

in the production function of human capital. This can be excluded because human capital production
is likely to be relatively labor-intensive.
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3.2 OLG Model with Parental Altruism

3.2.1 A Simple Model with Altruism

Let us begin with a simple three period economy, where two types of agents live in the

first two periods, first as a child then as an adult. The young agent (child) is born in

each of the first two periods. The young agent becomes a parent in their second period

and would be considered as an older agent (adult) and derives utility from their own

consumption by incorporating the children’s lifetime utility into their utility function.

The older agent will not be available at the last period of the economy.

The young agent born in period t ∈ τ where τ = 1, 2, 3 maximizes his/her dis-

counted lifetime utility that can be expressed by the following dynamic equation:

Vt+τ = max
{ct+τ}

{
u
(
ctt+τ

)
+ βu

(
ctt+τ+1

)
+ ββpVt+τ+1

}
(4)

where Vt+τ is the discounted lifetime utility of a child in period τ and β > 0 is the

intertemporal discount factor and βp > 0 is the altruism discount factor at which the

child’s lifetime utility is discounted by their parent. u
(
ctt+τ

)
is the utility function

that is assumed to be strictly increasing and strictly concave. It is also assumed to be

twice continuously differentiable and the Inada condition is assumed to be satisfied

by this utility function.6 ctt+τ denotes the consumption of the young individual in

period τ and ctt+τ+1 is the consumption to the next period. At the last period (i.e. at

period 2) for this economy, the adult has no children, so Vt+3 = 0.

The adult that maximizes their discounted lifetime utility in the first period is

given by:

Vt+τ+1 = max
{ct+τ+1}

{
u
(
ctt+τ+1

)
+ βpVt+τ

}
6Inada conditions, named after Japanese economist Ken-Ichi Inada, make assumptions about the

shape of a production function and it is used to guarantee the stability of an economic growth path
specifically for the neoclassical growth model in the field of macroeconomics.
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Individuals earn labor income wt+τ at the period τ and also accumulate assets.

The budget constraints facing individuals at time τ can be written as:

ctt+τ = gtt+τ + wt+τ − ktt+τ , ∀τ = 1, 2

ctt+τ+1 = (1 + rt+τ − δk) ktt+τ+1 − gtt+τ + wt+τ+1n1,t+τ+1, ∀τ = 1, 2, 3

where gtt+τ represents the resource transfer to their children by a parent (altruistic

behavior of parents), kt+τ denotes the physical capital holdings of an older agent at

time τ , and rt+τ denotes the exogenous rate of return on these capital and δk denotes

the rate of depreciation.

The first-order conditions obtained from equation (4) with respect to consumption

ctt+τ , asset holdings ktt+1+τ , and parental transfers gtt+τ , subject to the above two

budget constraints will end up in the following two intra-temporal Euler equations:

u1
(
ctt+τ

)
= β (1 + rt+τ − δk)u1

(
ctt+τ+1

)
, ∀τ = 1, 2

u1
(
ctt+τ+1

)
= βpu1

(
ctt+τ

)
, ∀τ = 1, 2 (5)

where u1(c
t
t+τ ) and u1

(
ctt+τ+1

)
denotes the marginal utilities of consumption by the

young and older agents in period τ respectively. For any observed level of children’s

preference, the equation (5) can be used to determine the level of parental transfers

and the two budget constraints can be used as the reflection of differential relation

between the level of parental transfers, parents’ accquisiton of wealth, and children’s

preference.

Soares (2015) evaluates that the marginal utility of transfers for parents can be

computed by the difference between the marginal utility of their own consumption
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and the marginal utility of their children’s consumption. The two intra-temporal

Euler equations capture that marginal utility of consumption increases for children

when there is a decrease in consumption without parental transfers, and this, in turn,

increases parents’ marginal utility of asset’s transfer for their children. Hence, other

things being constant, parental transfers are an increasing function of the parent’s

assets, ktt+τ and the children’s savings, ktt+1+τ .

3.2.2 An Extended Model with Altruism

Now, let us recall the economy where a large number of identical agents are born

in each period and live at first as a children and then as adults for their timeline I

periods, at most. Individuals for each generation maximize their discounted lifetime

utility by including their own consumption and the lifetime utility of their children.

Therefore, the maximum value function for someone born in period τ = 0 is given

by:

Vt+τ = max
{ct+τ ,n1,t+τ ,n2,t+τ}

{
u
(
ctt+τ , n

t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ

)
+ βVt+τ+1

}
, (6)

while the value function for older agents will be:

Vt+τ+1 = max
{ct+τ+1,n1,t+τ+1,n2,t+τ+1}

{
u
(
ctt+τ+1, n

t
1,t+τ+1, n

t
2,t+τ+1

)
+ βpVt+τ

}
,

subject to the budget constraint facing an individual of age i at time t will be:

ctt+τ = gtt+τ + wt+τh
t
t+τn

t
1,t+τ − ktt+τ ;

ctt+τ+1 = (1 + rt+τ − δk) ktt+τ+1−gtt+τ+1 +wt+τ+1h
t
t+τ+1n

t
1,t+τ+1, ∀τ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I −1

Recall, β is the intertemporal discount factor, and βp is the discount factor for parental
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altruism. Older agent is assumed to have children in the second period of his/her

lives. A parent values his/her children’s consumption, human capital accumulation,

and the hours devoted for labor because he/she cares for their well-being. Further-

more, children’s preferences are considered to be the same as adults over their own

consumption, labor hours, and human capital hours. As before, gtt+τ represents the

resources (in terms of the consumption goods) given by the parents to their children.

In another sense, these are the resources received by young agents from their older

age parents.

Individuals have the available maximum amount of time in each period and al-

locate it for consumption, work, and education. In the first period of their lives,

agents can choose how much time they allocate to these three categories. Individuals

can work for (I − 1) periods supplying nt1,t+τ hours of labor and earning wth
t
t+τn

t
1,t+τ ;

where wtn
t
1,t+τ is the real hourly wage rates per unit of labor hour and htt+τ is the older

agent’s stock of human capital in period t, respectively. In the last period of their

lives, they retire or may die in the next period with their assets taken as bequests.

If the value function denoted by equation (6) is solved for the first order condi-

tions, subject to the budget constraints, then the following two intra-temporal Euler

equations will be generated:

u1
(
ctt+τ , n

t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ

)
= β (1 + rt+τ − δk)u1

(
ctt+τ+1, n

t
1,t+τ+1, n

t
2,t+τ+1

)
;

u1
(
ctt+τ+1, n

t
1,t+τ+1, n

t
2,t+τ+1

)
= βpu1

(
ctt+τ , n

t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ

)
;

where u1 (.) denotes the marginal utilities of consumption for all agents in period τ

where τ = 0, 1, 2, . . . , I − 1.
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3.3 Characterization of the Equilibrium

The environment of the benchmark model and the model with parental altruism

assumes that a typical agent makes a choice of consumption, savings, and leisure over

his/her life. The formal dynamic programming problem of a household born agent at

time t and live for time t+ τ is formulated by the following value function:

Vτ
(
stt+τ , St+τ

)
= max

{
u(ctt+τ , n

t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ ) + β

Ψτ+1

Ψτ

[
Vτ+1

(
stt+τ+1, St+τ+1

)]}
,

where stt+τ+1 =
{
ktt+τ+1, h

t
t+τ+1

}
and St+τ+1 = {Kt+τ+1, Ht+τ+1};

subject to:

ctt+τ + ktt+τ+1 ≤ (1 + rt+τ − δk) ktt+τ + wt+τh
t
t+τn

t
1,t+τ ;

htt+τ+1 ≤ qtt+τ + (1− δh)htt+τ ;

The above equation includes the additional term Ψ for exogenous survival rate of the

population and the aggregate state variables contain only the mean values for K and

H but not the entire distribution. The next two sections of this paper will explain the

calibrations in detail and also the life-cycle profiles for human capital expenditures by

using the results from Krusell and Smith (1998), Fowler and Young (2004), and mostly

revisiting the ideas from Soares (2015). Indeed, it turns out that the computed policy

function ends up with a significant hump shaped human capital expenditures profile

over the individuals’ life-cycle, further reducing the computational burden of this

model. Given the behavior of the higher education expenditure profiles presented by

Salimullah (2017), this study is now in a position to explore the argument developed

in the previous empirical life-cycle hypothesis.

Let us assume that the law of motion for the capital stocks, consumption, human

capital, labor demand functions, initial conditions, and the transitions for the states
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variables are given. So, the solution of the following problem can be characterized as:

Vτ (t+ τ) = max

{
u(ctt+τ , n

t
1,t+τ , n

t
2,t+τ ) + β

Ψτ+1

Ψτ

[Vτ+1 (t+ τ + 1)]

}
,

subject to: (i) the terminal condition VI(t) = 0∀t; (ii) non-negativity conditions

ctt, k
t
t+τ , h

t
t+τ ≥ 0, ∀t, τ ; (iii) ktt = 0, and ktt+I = 0, ∀t; and (iv) the budget constraints;

Assume the budget constraints hold at each time t + τ for each agent t then the

optimal behavior of the households can be characterized by the following sets of the

intra-temporal and intertemporal Euler equations:

u1 (t+ τ) = β
Ψτ+1

Ψτ

{u1 (t+ τ + 1) (1 + rt+τ+1 − δk)} ; (7)

−u2 (t+ τ) = u1 (t+ τ)htt+τwt+τ ; (8)

−u3 (t+ τ)

qtn2,t+τ

= β
Ψτ+1

Ψτ

{
u1 (t+ τ + 1)wt+τ+1n

t
1,t+τ+1 −

u3(t+τ+1)

qn2,t+τ+1

[
qth,t+τ+1 + 1− δh

]}
;

(9)

where u1 (t) =
δu(.)

δct
, u2 (t) =

δu(.)

δn1,t

and u3 (t) =
δu (.)

δn2,t

. The above equations (7)-(9)

must hold at any time t for each consumer born at time t− τ where for τ ∈ I.

4. Calibration and Solution Method

4.1 Calibration Benchmark Model

This section deals with a set of previously computed values of parameters that can be

estimated independently by the model or are based on estimates provided by other

relevant literature and data. Usually, these parameters are such that the predictions

generated by the model can match with the given set of targets. This paper has taken

the estimates that Fowler and Young (2004) also used to calibrate their model. Table
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2.2 lists the group of calibrated parameters chosen for estimating the benchmark

life-cycle profiles for all the choice variables of this research.

The relative risk aversion parameter (also the Arrow-Pratt coefficient of relative

risk aversion) is found γ = 1.44, which falls in the range commonly used in the

macroeconomics literature. The persistence parameter on leisure is set to ρ = 0.75,

so the average fraction of time devoted to market activities is 0.33. The parameter

µ determines the labor supply elasticity which is selected to match the calibration of

Heathcote, Storesletten, and Violante (2004); the value is µ = 2.36. The length of

the life-cycle, I, must be set a priori. In this OLG model, it is assumed that agents

make economic decisions over, roughly, a 72 year period. If economic life is to start

after their first year of college that is, at 18 years of age, then the terminal age is

89 for the old agents with the assumption that there is no change in the labor force

supply schedule. To keep the computation compliant for the symmetry of the OLG

model, however, the life-cycle is condensed so that I = 24. In this case, each period

represents 3 years with the same labor force participation occurring at the end of

period 23.

The values for survival probabilities are presented in Table 2.1. These probabilities

are found by converting the annual mortality probabilities from the U.S. Life Tables

of the National Center for Health Statistics (1992). The probabilities for this paper

are selected for I = 23 life-cycle. To calibrate the parameters of the human capital

function this paper employs the estimates from Heckman, Lochner, and Taber (1998)

which is θ1 = θ2 = 0.52. This parametric prediction implies that there are increasing

returns to scale in the human capital technology but conditional on current human

capital hours. The technology shock is set to be constant which implies a mean value

of A = 0.4049 and the initial human capital level is set to h
t

t = 9.530 and the human

capital depreciation rate is δh = 0.0.
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The rest of the parameters that also need to be calibrated are {β, φ, σ} and

{αk, δk, ktt}. At first, αk = 1/3 = 0.33 is calibrated and defined as a share of in-

come attributed to physical capital in the aggregate output for the United States.

The average discount factor β is calibrated as a fixed value compatible with a yearly

psychological rate of 3% and gives the ultimate level of β = (1.03)−3 = 0.9154. The

initial capital stock is set to ktt = 0. The rate of depreciation of capital δk is set at 6%

per year; thus the three year depreciation rate is δk = 1−(1− 0.06)3 = 0.1694. Finally,

the parameters relative to the technology process is set to produce an autocorrelation

of 50% for output and these targets imply σ = 0.01 and φ = (0.50)3 = 0.125.

4.2 Calibration Parental Altruism

The calibration of the altruistic discount factor βp is much more straightforward. Re-

call, the intra-temporal Euler equations from the OLG model with parental altruism

and the assumption that households live for 24 life-cycle periods and each period is

composed of three years. Clearly, it matches the ratio of the weighted average of the

marginal utilities of consumption for 15 distinct groups of agents from the households

of that 24 life-cycle periods. An agent in their first life-cycle period is assumed to be

the age range of {18, 19, 20} which is also equivalent to τ = 0 and an agent in their

last life-cycle period has the age range of {87, 88, 89} which is equivalent to τ = 23.

Hence, the computation for parental altruism has been done by having the ratio of the

marginal utilities of the older agents to the marginal utilities of the younger agents.

i.e.

βp,τ =
u1(c

t−τ
t ,nt−τ1,t ,n

t−τ
2,t )

u1(ctt,n
t
1,t,n

t
2,t)

,∀τ = 9, 10, · · · , 23

The 9 economic agents of that 72 year period, starting from age range of {18, 19, 20}

up to the age range of {42, 43, 44} is represented by a three year interval and are
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considered to be the receivers of the parental transfers. The next 6 economic agents

starting from the age range of {45, 46, 47} up to the life-cycle period of {60, 61, 62} are

considered to be the receivers as well as the lenders of the parental transfers. This is

shown in Table 2.3 by the values of β
(1,1)
p to β

(1,9)
p . The rest of the 9 economic agents,

starting from the life-cycle period of {63, 64, 65} up to the age range of {87, 88, 89}

are considered to be the lenders of the parental bequest. Table 2.3 captures those

calibration as the altruistic discount factors β
(1,10)
p to β

(1,15)
p .

Figure 2.3 provides the plot of the values of altruistic parameters over the individ-

ual agents who are in the life-cycle period τ = 9 i.e. age ∈ {45, 46, 47} to the life-cycle

period of τ = 15 i.e. age ∈ {87, 88, 89}. It generates a faster increasing trend from

the group of agent’s age {45, 46, 47} and reveals a decrease in the marginal utility

of children’s consumption by raising the parental transfers. The model in this study

essentially captures a life-cycle framework and the interactions between “parental al-

truism” and children’s welfare takes an important role in this case. Thus, Figure 3

highlights the joint interactions of different age group of agents by filling the values

of parental altruism and the children in their different life-cycle stages.

5. Quantitative Results

5.1 Benchmark Life-Cycle Profile

This section presents the calibrated benchmark model and compares the results with

the facet about the historical life-cycle human capital accumulation theory of Ben-

Porath (1967) and Heckman (1978). All five panels of Figure 2.2 display the typical

pattern behavior of the various macroeconomic sector’s series over the individual life-

cycle. The first panel (a) of Figure 2.2 plots the consumption for each age group for the

simulated benchmark economy. The figure captures the continuously increasing and

smooth profiles for consumption with a slight decreasing trend at the later period of
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the individual’s age. This can be comparable with the standard model of consumption

that simply suggests that households smooth their consumption across periods of high

and low income to keep expected marginal utility constant.

Panel (b) engenders the predictable decreasing shape of the labor hour with respect

to age. This means that individuals’ when young work more and gradually cut off

their labor hours when they get older. This is because wages increase with respect

to experience, seniority, tenure and specialization and leisure becomes more superior

goods for them. Thus, the willingness to substitute current leisure with earnings at the

middle part of their life has a high opportunity cost. Panel (c) shows the correlation

between human capital expenditures and the individual’s age. As predicted, human

capital expenditures profile generates a monotonically decreasing pattern based on

all age groups. Individuals spend more on higher education when they are young at

the cost of sacrificing earnings due to lower opportunit cost. This in turn, supports

the previous idea about the theoretical life-cycle profiles.

Panel (d) observes the correlation between physical capital and age. The hump

pattern of this graph is found consistent with the previous empirical results. The

pattern of behavior is that individuals accumulate an increasing amount of capital

with their age because typically individuals earn more income or assets when they

grow old. The last panel (e) postulates that the stock of human capital acquisition

is an increasing function of age. This fact is straightforward and complies with the

prediction of the model. Individuals’ acquire more knowledge along with their educa-

tion and experience over their age and as a result, household’s willingness to supply

additional units of time for human capital acquisition causes the individual life-cycle

human capital profiles to monotonically increase.

In total, these benchmark results are generally consistent with the analysis of

previous findings by Campbell and Deaton (1989), Attanasio and Weber (1995), and
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Gourinchas and Parker (2002). Additionally, the life-cycle model with human capital

acquisition is generally consistent with the infinitely lived agent model studied by

DeJong and Ingram (2001) where human capital acquisition is found to counteract

with the fluctuations in an economic cycle. Though the baseline model can explain

aggregate behavior and retains the behavior found in the infinitely lived framework,

the model is unable to account for the parental caring about their children’s welfare.

Nevertheless, the “parental altruism” by the middle aged group who help their child

financially with schooling and for attaining skills by forgoing their own higher edu-

cation consumption is found indeterminate in many previous studies and literature.

The next section will provide all of these human capital profiles by incorporating the

parental altruism.

5.2 Life-Cycle Profile with Altruism

The central role played into the shape of human capital expenditures profile by the

altruism mechanism is described in Figure 2.4. To make it comparable and easily

understandable, the benchmark figures for each profile are also plotted simultaneously

with the figures that included parental altruism. Panel (a) generates hump shaped

consumption expenditures profile over the individuals’ life-cycle as opposed to the

baseline function. This is interpreted as the evidence that during the middle age

of the individuals’ life-cycle, the agents have more consumption expenditures in the

form of durable goods such as educational expenditures and parental transfers. Panel

(b) plots the new profile for labor hours with that of the baseline labor hour graphs.

The profile with parental altruism shows the young employ for more hours to work as

they become rich because they get transfers. The opportunity cost of investment for

human capital is very high for young because they can earn more income and hence,

the physical capital or savings for them also rise (panel d). However, their labor
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hours gradually decrease when they grow old and somewhat poorer when they reach

middle age. The profile for labor hours eventually falls below the benchmark profile

because middle aged individuals get transfers from the very old. At this age level

those individuals spend more on their higher education to accumulate more human

capital by sacrificing more hours to work.

The figure in Panel (c) represents the correlation between human capital expen-

ditures and age. It shows that older agents come up with a hump shaped human

capital expenditures profile at the later part of their age as compared with the base-

line continuously decreasing profile. The profile falls below the baseline model because

young have less college attendance and lower level of human capital expenditures and

shows typical downward shape until the age, say 49. However, the human capital

expenditures profile turns upward at the latter part of the middle aged individual

and represents an increase of human capital expenditures by about 50%. This means,

due to the parental transfers of resources by the middle-aged people for their chil-

dren’s education and having a lower level of physical capital, made the middle aged

agents more poorer, and hence they have to spend more for their own higher educa-

tion consumption. The profile has a downward shape again after the individual age of

70. Thus, the reader could observe a “hump” shaped pattern of expenditures profile

instead of monotonically decreasing everywhere based on age.

The findings of this graph mimic the empirical results and data plot of the paper

conducted by Salimullah (2017). On that study, it has been shown that the head of

the household of a same consumer unit who is between the ages 40 to 60 would most

likely have children starting their journey as a college student. This in turn, causes

the transfers from parents to be significantly higher and leads to a hump in their

higher education spending plot for individuals living outside of their families. The

increase in parental transfers takes place in order to eliminate, mostly, the burden
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of schooling expenses of the younger generations and the parents use their transfers

from older generations to finance their own current consumption and leisure.

Panel (d) captures the difference between the profiles of physical capital for both

the benchmark model and the model with parental altruism. The shape of the profile

with that of the parental altruism shows young have more savings because they get

transfers from their parents and due to the high opportunity cost of attending schools

they have a lower human capital stock. Since physical capital profiles are a reflection

of an individual’s consumption, work, and leisure hour, so the lower life-cycle profile of

physical capital around the middle-age indicates that individuals cut back their labor

hours and substitute it with more leisure and parental transfers. As the individuals

within the age limit of 30 to 50 have low income due to lower labor hour and lower

stock of human capital, their physical capital profiles fall below the benchmark model

during that period. Panel (e) shows the profiles of human capital stock over the

individual’s age. Although it concurs to be an increasing shape over the individuals’

age, it always falls below the shape of the benchmark model because young have the

lower investment in human capital accumulation due to the parental transfers.

Panel (f) of Figure 2.4, the altruistic transfers profile, shows that when the re-

sources transferred by the parents to their offspring at the middle age of an individual

causes the middle age group to become more poorer. The intertemporal substitution

effect dominates the income effect from a parental point of view because they must

pay to the young generations by forgoing their own physical capital or savings. Al-

though they receive transfers from the very old age generations, the transfers are

not enough to outweigh the substantial amount of transfers from current parents to

their kids. Therefore, this factor of altruism is one of the crucial ones and has been

overlooked in many previous studies.

Finally, the analysis of those figures shows that emphasizing “parental altruism”
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over borrowing constraints can make individual’s offspring better off by placing chil-

dren’s utility function into their parents’ life-time utility function. This in turn raises

the human capital expenditures for individual parents at the later part of their life.

Additionally, the increase in parental transfers is reflected by the higher amount of

consumption and education expenditures, and leisure activities of the parents at the

beginning and the latter part of their life-cycles. This calibration technique provides

the set of values for parental altruism parameters that has increased, somewhat, for

the oldest generation in the short-run.

6. Conclusion

This paper mainly investigates the impact of “parental altruism” on individual’s life-

cycle human capital accumulation by setting up a quantitative OLG model through

calibration. The findings of this human capital accumulation model shows that if

there is a borrowing constraint for children while attending college then the altruistic

transfers from parents cause young agents to spend less on their higher education due

to the higher opportunity cost. This transfer causes the young to become rich and

they work more hours for earning more physical capital and make less investment on

the stock of human capital.

On the other hand, parental transfers cause the individual middle age parents to

become more poor and face less amount of human capital stock as well as stock of

physical capital. Although they get transfers from the very old agents, the intertem-

poral substitution effect dominates the middle age group’s income effect in this case

because they prefer more leisure than work and they make transfers for their offspring.

Eventually, the middle age group faces a substantial plunge into their consumption

and education expenditures profile with a lower amount of physical capital accumu-

lation. That is, this type of agents (say, around the age of 49 to 70) needs to incur
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more human capital expenditures when they decide to go back to college for their

own higher education consumption.

The paper uses the standard calibration technique and the parameter values from

the previous literature to produce these quantitative results. The comparison of the

result reveals that the benchmark OLG model produces the conventional shape of

the consumption expenditures, the labor hours, stock of human capital and the phys-

ical capital accumulation life-cycle profile. The human capital expenditures profile

for the benchmark model shows the monotonically decreasing shape with respect to

individual’s age while the expenditures profile with parental altruism falls below it

and shows turning points for the middle age parents over their life-cycle, and thus

individual parents ended up with a hump shaped human capital profile at the later

part of their life.

Additionally, the study reveals that the increase in human capital expenditures for

higher age group individuals’ decrease the average welfare of currently living agents

but increase the welfare for the young. In a calibrated model where children invest in

human capital, the welfare impact of a borrowing constraint can be quite large. So,

agents can be better off in an economy with incomplete credit markets, and setting

public policy instruments in order to replicate the complete markets equilibrium that

might not necessarily improve the welfare of the older generation.
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APPENDIX A: TABLES

Table 2.1: Calibrations for survival probabilities.

ψ0 = 1.0000 ψ1 = 0.9990 ψ2 = 0.9993
ψ3 = 0.9992 ψ4 = 0.9993 ψ5 = 0.9994
ψ6 = 0.9993 ψ7 = 0.9989 ψ8 = 0.9984
ψ9 = 0.9975 ψ10 = 0.9963 ψ11 = 0.9945
ψ12 = 0.9925 ψ13 = 0.9904 ψ14 = 0.9872
ψ15 = 0.9827 ψ16 = 0.9759 ψ17 = 0.9681
ψ18 = 0.9600 ψ19 = 0.9496 ψ20 = 0.9364
ψ21 = 0.9210 ψ22 = 0.8999 ψ23 = 0.8775
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Table 2.2: Calibration parameters for benchmark model economy.

Preferences β = 0.9151 γ = 1.44 µ = 2.36 ρ = 0.75
Human (Capital) Technology θ1 = θ2 = 0.52 A = 0.4049 δh = 0.0
Physical Capital αk = 0.333 δk = 0.1694

Initial Stock ktt = 0.0 h
t

t = 9.530
Technology φ = 0.125 σ = 0.01
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Table 2.3: Estimates of Parental Altruism Parameter.

Altruistic
Discount Factor

Values Altruistic
Discount Factor

Values

β
(1,1)
p 0.2747 β

(1,9)
p 0.6461

β
(1,2)
p 0.2493 β

(1,10)
p 0.7899

β
(1,3)
p 0.2437 β

(1,11)
p 0.9827

β
(1,4)
p 0.2647 β

(1,12)
p 1.1318

β
(1,5)
p 0.3058 β

(1,13)
p 1.1700

β
(1,6)
p 0.3706 β

(1,14)
p 1.1409

β
(1,7)
p 0.4452 β

(1,15)
p 1.0595

β
(1,8)
p 0.5347
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APPENDIX B: FIGURES

Figure 2.1: Comparison of the life-cycle profile for higher education
expenditures and parental transfers to children.
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Figure 2.2: Benchmark Life-cycle Profiles for Consumption, Labor

Hours, Physical Capital and Human Capital.
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Figure 2.3: Graphical Plot of Altruistic Parameter.
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Figure 2.4: Life-cycle Profiles with Parental Altruism Comparison.
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CHAPTER III

GRANGER CAUSALITY TESTS AND

CO-INTEGRATION OF INTEREST RATE, EXCHANGE

RATE, AND STOCK VOLATILITY AT THE CHICAGO

OPTIONS MARKET

1. Introduction

Stock volatility is the relative rate at which the price of a security moves up and

down. Volatility is found by calculating the annualized standard deviation of a daily

change in price. If the price of a stock moves up and down rapidly over a short period

of time, we say it has high volatility. On the other hand, if the price almost never

changes, we say it has low volatility. In finance, volatility is a measure of the price

variation of a financial instrument over time. Several indicators have been developed

over the years, such as the S&P 500 Volatility Index, the NASDAQ Volatility Index,

the Russell 2000 Volatility Index, etc. to track the status of broad market volatility

and help investors decide when to buy or sell stocks. Stock prices rarely move in a

straight line. Most of the time they move up and down, even sometimes trending

higher and lower. Interest rate and foreign exchange rate risks are two significant

economic and financial factors that affect the common stock value. The interest rates

indirectly affect the valuation of the stock prices, and stock volatility directly creates

a shift between the money market and capital market instruments.1 The performance

of the stock market can reflect the overall performance of a country’s economy. When

1The higher interest rates cause businesses and consumers to spend more on servicing debt. This
makes borrowings from money and capital market more expensive and the availability of capital to
investment goes down. As a result, the stock prices also move downward and thus, tends to create
a change betweeen borrowing and lending of short-term assets and long-term assets.
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the stock market is doing well, it may imply that the economy is experiencing high

growth.

Gul and Ekinci (2006) state that advances in the stock market affect the exchange

rate through liquidity and wealth effects; a rise in the interest rate increases the

opportunity cost of holding cash balances and, therefore, creates a negative impact

on money demand. This reduction in money demand creates an excess supply of

credit and stimulates a decrease in stock prices. A decrease in stock prices reduces the

wealth of domestic investors, which lowers their demand for money further. Banks

then react by lowering interest rates, which dampens capital inflows, lessening the

demand for domestic currency, and therefore depreciating domestic currency. Hence,

this will cause an impact on the country’s exchange rate situation. In a separate

study, Md-Yusuf and Rahman (2012) argue that foreign exchange rates are a major

source of macroeconomic uncertainty that affects stock volatility. Foreign exchange

rates have become highly volatile since the abandonment of the fixed exchange rate

system in 1973. In earlier research, Ibrahim (2000) lays out the interactions between

Malaysian stock prices and the exchange rates using multivariate co-integration and

the Granger causality test. He found that exchange rates and the stock prices have

no long-run relationship by themselves, but in the presence of money supply and

the foreign reserves these two variables showed co-integration; hence, Granger causes

Malaysian stock volatility quite significantly. The general framework of this research

is closely connected to his idea and therefore, extended by including several short-term

rates of interest and foreign exchange for the United States.

This paper deals with the variables from the Chicago Board Options Exchange

(CBOE) Global Markets—the largest U.S. options exchange with respect to annual

trading volume—that calculates and updates several volatility indices implied by op-

tion prices, the exchange rates, and the interest rates. The three measures of market
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expectations of volatility indices are the CBOE Volatility Index: VIX, the NASDAQ

100 Volatility Index, and the S&P 500 3-Month Volatility Index. In the case of ex-

change rates, some influential rates of controlling currencies which are most commonly

connected with U.S. business and exchange have been chosen. These are Japan/U.S.

Foreign Exchange Rate, Mexico/U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate, and Canada/U.S. For-

eign Exchange Rate. For the case of interest rates, the daily rates of Three-Month

Treasury Bill: Secondary Market Rate, Three-Month Commercial Paper minus Fed-

eral Funds Rate, and One-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate have been taken

as measures of effective rates. All of these data sets were collected as a daily form

of data from the St. Louis Fed over the period between 2007 and 2017. There are

other effective comparative measurements of interest rates that can be found at the

St. Louis Fed website, but they cannot be used accurately in this study because they

are recorded as quarterly or monthly.

This study explores the relationship between stock market volatility, exchange

rate risk, and the interest rate uncertainty (risk). The motivation of this study is

to find out whether it is the exchange rate or the interest rate that causes the stock

price volatility to become more sensitive. Stock volatility has been considered a risk

in the exchange rate and that risk has certain implications on the economic growth of

a country, as the company’s competitiveness within the country is generally affected

by the exchange rate changes through their impact on input and output price. The

findings of this paper show that under the co-integrating relationship Mexico/U.S.

currency exchange rates share a common trend and form a stationary relationship in

the long-run with the CBOE VIX volatility and NASDAQ 100 stock price volatili-

ties. However, in the case of multivariate co-integration, the stock volatilities exhibit

long-run relationship with the series of the exchange rates but their relationships

are exogenously weak and do not move together to restore the equilibrium. On the
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other hand, having no long-run relationship between the stock volatilities and interest

rates, more unidirectional and bi-directional causal relationships have been generated

between them as compared to that of the exchange rates. This has been supported

by the idea in which more positive changes in interest rates, sales and profits of the

investor will decline, and stock prices will drop due to the fact that firms or investors

will lose their international competitiveness. Obviously, interest rate volatility influ-

ences the value of the stock, since the future cash flows of the firm will change and

affect their investment plan on stock or bond.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the related

literature and the ex-ante discussion. Section 3 presents the data analysis and outlines

the empirical methodology. Section 4 presents the results and findings of the paper.

Finally, section 5 contains some concluding remarks.

2. Related Literature and Ex-Ante Discussion

2.1 Related Literature

A significant number of previous studies have been conducted in this area using a

diverse amount of financial tools for various countries. Internationalization of stock

markets, liberalized capital flows, and huge foreign investment in the U.S. equity

markets have led stock and foreign exchange markets to become increasingly interde-

pendent and caused several financial and currency crises across the world, especially

in the U.S. during the fiscal year 2008-2009. Mishra et al. (2007) point out that dif-

ferent emerging markets around the globe have led academicians and practitioners to

re-examine the nature of volatility spillovers between stock and foreign exchange mar-

kets that have seen largely correlated movements resulting in market contamination.

One related study conducted by Kutty (2010) examines the relationship between

stock prices and exchange rates in Mexico. The paper uses the Granger causality
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test and exhibits how stock prices lead exchange rates in the short-run, and there is

no long-run relationship between these two variables. This finding substantiates the

results of Bahmani-Oskooee and Sohrabian’s (1992) conclusion but contradicts the

findings of other studies, which reported a long-term relationship between exchange

rates and stock prices (Kutty, 2010; Bahmani-Oskooee and Sohrabian, 1992).

Dimitrova (2005) shows in a separate paper whether there was a link between the

stock market and exchange rates that might explain fluctuations in either market.

The author uses a multivariate short-run model under the open economy and tests

the assertions in which simultaneous equilibrium of goods, money, foreign exchange,

and stock markets in two countries are allowed. Specifically, the paper focused on

the U.S. and the U.K. over the period from January 1990 through August 2004. The

findings of the paper state that firms’ stock prices and the stock market condition

may react to changes in the exchange rates situation. On the contrary, changes in

stock prices may influence the movements in the exchange rates via firms’ portfolio

adjustments or outflow of capital. Earlier research by Neih and Lee (2001) examine

the dynamic relationship between stock prices and exchange rates for the G7 countries

using basic co-integration tests and vector error correction models (VECM) from 1993

to 1996. This research did not account for dual causality between the variables and

their findings suggesting that there is no long-run relationship between the stock prices

and the exchange rates in G7 counties. Yet, it has been observed that exchange rates

have been used to explain the behavior of stock prices on the assumption of corporate

earnings tending to respond to fluctuations in exchange rates.

Muller and Verschoor (2006) examine how multinational firms in the U.S. are af-

fected by exchange rate fluctuations. They believe that currency movements are a

major source of macroeconomic instability, which affects a firm’s value, a situation

they refer to as exchange rate exposure. They outline several theoretical reasons why
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the exchange rate and stock price interaction might be asymmetric. These include

the asymmetric impact of hedging on cash flow, firms pricing to market-strategies,

investors over-reaction, and nonlinear currency risk exposure, etc. In a separate re-

search study, the relationship between Nifty returns and Indian Rupee/U.S. Dollar

Exchange Rates has been widely examined by Agarwal et al. (2010). They find

that the correlation between Nifty returns and exchange rates were negative. They

employ the Granger causality test to carry out further investigation for the causal

relationship between the two variables and their findings highlighted a kind of uni-

directional relationship between Nifty returns and exchange rates, running from the

former toward the latter.

Muradoglu et al. (2000) investigate the causal relationship between market re-

turns, exchange rates, interest rates and inflation rates for nineteen emerging markets

from 1976 to 1997. They explain how the scope of the importers competitiveness in

domestic markets will increase, which would lead to the growth in profit and stock

prices. Their findings supported that the interactions between implied stock volatili-

ties and macroeconomic variables was mainly linked to the size of the stock market.2

Another paper written by Zafar, Urooj, and Durrani (2008) exhibited that relat-

ing short term interest rates with stock returns and market volatility established

that nominal one month T-bill yield had a significantly positive relation with market

variance, but negatively correlated with future stock returns. In a different study,

Çifter and Ozuna (2007) examine the impact of changes in the interest rates on the

stock returns by applying the Granger causality test to the daily rates of the Istan-

bul Stock Exchange 100 index and the compounded rate of interest. Their findings

come up with a proof of interest rate Granger causes ISE 100 index starting with

2The superiority of the information content of implied volatility over historical volatility measure
in various markets has been extensively documented by other researchers. (see among others, Blair,
Poon and Taylor, 2001; Poon and Granger, 2003; Christensen and Prabbala, 1998; Jorion, 1995).
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nine days’ time-scale effect and specifies that the effects of interest rates on stock

return increase with a higher time scale. Their research augmented the rationale of

this current study. The study conducted by Ibrahim (2000) has formulated an idea

that is closely related to this present study. He applies standard co-integration and

Granger tests to investigate the interactions between exchange rates and the stock

market index for Malaysia. The results established two opposite scenarios: There

is no long-run relationship between the stock market indices and the exchange rates

and there is evidence for co-integration when the model extends to include broader

money supply and foreign reserves.

Another similar extensive study is conducted by Muktadir-al-Mukit (2012) where

he took the volatility of the market index at the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE) and

finds that, both in the long-run and in the short-run, interest rates are ranked first

in terms of the Granger causes of market volatility index. Using the Johansen co-

integration test, he showed that in the long-run, exchange rates have a positive impact

and interest rates have a negative causal impact on stock price where all the coef-

ficients are found statistically highly significant.The interest rate and the exchange

rate have negative impacts on the stock market index in the long-run as well as the

short-run, providing some useful insights into the effects on the stock market index of

Malaysia, as shown in the research conducted by Thang (2009). The findings of his

paper reveals that exchange rates and stock prices demonstrate a high relationship

when returns in asset markets are lower and volatility is higher. In order to search

for both the long-run and short-run impacts, Thang uses the standard econometrics

time series model as the Johansen Juselius (JJ) co-integration test, the VECM, and

the Granger causality test. The author divulges that interest rates have a negative

impact on the stock market index. When the interest rate is high, investors will move

their money from the equity market to savings, fixed deposits, and bond markets. On
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the other hand, when the interest rate is low, investors will shift their money into the

stock market in order to gain higher profits.

2.2 Ex-Ante Discussion

The Granger causality testing procedure requires one set up while testing two equa-

tions. In each equation, the current value of one observed variable (xt or yt) is

formulated as an equation of the other variable(s) with all the different time lag and

the previous lagged values of its own level one. Granger (1988) develops a relatively

simple test that defined causality as follows: a variable yt is said to Granger causes xt,

if xt can be predicted with greater accuracy by using the past values of the variable

yt, all other terms remain unchanged. The thought process behind the Granger test is

that- if previous values of variable yt significantly influence current values of variable

xt, then it can be said that x causes y and vice-versa. For instance, this study begins

with the model by taking the three volatility indices of different measurements as

dependent variables and then running the simple vector autoregression model to see

whether the interest rates and the exchange rates have any Granger causality effects

on the volatility indices.

Consider two time-series variables, yt and xt that are interrelated. Their combi-

nations yield a sequence of equations that describe a system in which each variable

is a function of its own lag, and the lag of the other variable. Together the equations

constitute a system known as a vector autoregression (VAR). The following example

includes the maximum lag of order two so we have a VAR(2):

yt = α0 + α1yt−1 + α2yt−2 + β1xt−1 + β2xt−2 + εt (1)

xt = λ0 + λ1yt−1 + λ2yt−2 + δ1xt−1 + δ2xt−2 + µt (2)
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If y and x are stationary, then equations (1) and (2) can be estimated by using the

least squares method. On the other hand, if y and x are non-stationary in their levels

but stationary in their first difference, then the difference operators can be used and

the following system of equations can then be estimated:

∆yt = α1∆yt−1 + α2∆yt−2 + β1∆xt−1 + β2∆xt−2 + ∆εt (3)

∆xt = λ1∆yt−1 + λ2∆yt−2 + δ1∆xt−1 + δ2∆xt−2 + ∆µt (4)

To make things simple, equation (3) and (4) are considered to test the following null

hypotheses. The null hypothesis in this case is H0: xt does not cause yt; i.e.(xt ; yt).

Unrestricted regression︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆yt = α1∆yt−1 + α2∆yt−2 + β1∆xt−1 + β2∆xt−2 + ∆εt

Restricted regression︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆yt = α1∆yt−1 + α2∆yt−2 + ∆εt

From these two regression equations, the joint F-statistic will be calculated. If the

calculated F-statistic is high enough at a lowest level of significance, then we can

reject H0 and conclude that xt causes yt (xt ⇒ yt). The second form of equation is

used to test another null hypothesis. H0: yt does not cause xt; i.e. (yt ; xt).

Unrestricted regression︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆xt = λ1∆yt−1 + λ2∆yt−2 + δ1∆xt−1 + δ2∆xt−2 + ∆µt

Restricted regression︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆xt = δ1∆xt−1 + δ2∆xt−2 + ∆µt

A second F-statistic is calculated from the above two regressions. If the F-statistic

is found higher than the critical F-value, then we can reject H0 and conclude that

yt causes xt (yt ⇒ xt).
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In each equation, the current value of one variable (xt or yt) is a function of the

previous time lag of other variables, and also its own values in previous time periods

(‘lagged’ values). Recall that the purpose of this study is to find out whether there

is any long run relationship between interest rates, exchange rates, and volatility

indices and how these variables Granger causes each other. The regression procedure

is designed for the possible causal interactions between nine variables: three are

volatility indices of different measurement, three for representative exchange rates,

and three for interest rates.

To capture these interactions, this paper employs co-integration viz-a-viz Granger

causality approaches. The co-integration approach will capture the long-run co-

movements or equilibrium relationship between those three different sets of variables.

The Granger causality tests, on the other hand, shed light on the short-run dynamics

of the variables concerned. Enders (1995) argues that co-integration between a set of

variables does not necessarily imply the presence of the equilibrium relationship gen-

erated by market forces. The relationship of the variables can be causal or behavioral,

or it can be characterized by a simple reduced-form relationship among other similar

variables with common trends. The evidence for the relationship between the two

variables may be persuasively obtained, the bi-variate framework usually employed

in many studies may or may not be sufficient.

The bi-variate and multivariate framework for co-integration and causality testing,

therefore, extend the analyses of this paper by investigating their potential relation-

ship and creates the motivation towards the fact findings about what indices may

receive considerable policy attention. The basic idea of co-integration relates closely

to the concept of unit roots. For the set of above macroeconomic variables of interest,

it may be the case that the variables in question are non-stationary, i.e. I(1) when

taken individually, or there exists a linear combination of the variables that is sta-
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tionary without taking the difference, i.e. the system of equations will be I(0).3 This

paper uses the Engle-Granger (EG) co-integration test to see whether two or more

series are co-integrated i.e. two or more series are themselves non-stationary up-to

certain order but tend to move together through time. Let us begin with the simple

bi-variate VAR(p) model:

yt = α1 + β1xt +
k∑
i=1

ciyt−i +
k∑
i=1

dixt−i + ε1t (5)

xt = λ1 + δ1yt +
k∑
i=1

eiyt−i +
k∑
i=1

hixt−i + ε2t (6)

assuming that ε1t and ε2t are uncorrelated white-noise error terms. For testing the

presence of a unit root and to see the case of any autocorrelation in the observed

series, Dickey and Fuller (1979) proposed alternative regression equations known as

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test. The ADF test is performed by estimating the

following model:

∆yt = α + δyt−1 +
k∑
i=1

γi∆yt−i + ut

The EG two-step co-integration test for bi-variate and multivariate case is repre-

sented by applying the ordinary least squares (OLS) technique into the equations (5)

and (6) and then to include simply the ADF unit root tests on the residuals estimated

from the step-one co-integrating regression.4 If the variables are found co-integrated,

the residuals from the equilibrium regression can be used to estimate the error correc-

tion model (ECM) model and used to analyze the long-run and short-run effects of the

variables as well as to see the adjustment coefficient. For the multivariate case, this

3A subset of the variables are individually integrated of order 1. In another sense the variables
are non-stationary in their levels but their first differences are stationary. An I(0) variable indicates
the series is stationary.

4The null hypothesis for the ADF test will be H0: delta=0.
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study also performs the EG test for co-integration and estimating the co-integrating

vectors which are also more straightforward.

3. Empirical Framework and Specification

3.1 Data Description

As previously stated, this paper uses the common data series from the Federal Re-

serve Bank of St. Louis website, namely St. Louis Fred economic data. Daily time

point data ranging from December 2007 to December 2017 has been collected. The

selected volatility indices are based on the common stock prices of the top publicly

traded American company’s equities or stocks. Three CBOE’s volatility indices are:

(i) VIXCLS, widely known as the first benchmark volatility index of Chicago Board

Options Exchange, measures the market’s expectation of future volatility. It is con-

sidered as the world’s premier barometer of equity market volatility; (ii) VXVCLS,

the implied volatility index on stocks constructed using Standard and Poor’s 500 in-

dex options, widely known as S&P 500 3-Month Volatility Index; (iii) VXNCLS, the

implied volatility index on domestic and international non-financial securities based

on their market capitalization, with certain rules capping the influence of the largest

components, popularly known as NASDAQ 100 Volatility Index. Under the CBOE

Global Markets, these three vital indices mainly created as a suite of market expec-

tations of volatility conveyed by the options prices based on all of the major U.S.

broad-based stock indices.

Three predominant currency exchange rates that control the world’s most trad-

ing volumes to the United States, have been chosen. These are Mexico/U.S. For-

eign Exchange Rate (ticker symbol-DEXMXUS), Japan/U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate

(ticker symbol-DEXJPUS), and Canada/U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate (ticker symbol-

DEXCAUS). China/U.S. foreign exchange rate has been opted out because China
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has a strictly controlled currency policy which regulates their trading activity with

the U.S. by controlling the daily movements of the yuan on the forex market. Unlike

the others they follow an exchange rate adjustment system which can be identified

as ‘managed floating’ or ‘crawling peg.’

The interest rate variables that have been used in this research are the three widely

utilized short-term interest rates. These are the daily rates of 3-Month Treasury Bill:

Secondary Market Rate (ticker symbol-DTB3), 3-Month Commercial Paper Minus

Federal Funds Rate (ticker symbol- CPFF), and 1-Year Treasury Constant Maturity

Rate (ticker symbol-DGS1). DTB3 is the interest rate on a three-month U.S. Treasury

bill that is often used as one of the risk-free rates for U.S. based investors. CPFF is the

spread of interest rate calculated by taking the difference between 3-Month AA rated

Financial Commercial Paper Rate and Effective Federal Funds Rate and DGS1 is the

index based on the average yield of various Treasury securities maturing at one year

period. This study considers two government regulated interest rates as the useful

proxies because the capital market usually operates on the belief that there is virtually

no chance of the U.S. government defaulting on it’s obligations. Only the daily data

for the interest rate has been downloaded from the FRED website. Therefore, other

potential interest rates cannot be chosen because some of their values have been

recorded either as a monthly, quarterly, or yearly basis. This restriction technique

ends up with a total of 2,416 observations.

Table 3.1 summarizes and provides different statistical information about the data

series used in this sample study. The preliminary analysis for all data series reveals

that interest rate volatilities are highly persistent (according to their standard devi-

ation) indicating that the values cluster closely to their average value. The spread

between 3-month commercial paper and the federal funds rate (CPFF) has the lowest

mean value (µ =0.17) as well as a lower standard deviation (σ =0.283) as compared
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to the other two interest rates. The average mean value for all of the three inter-

est rates is µ = 0.38 and the standard deviation is σ = 0.512 (almost 51%). The

one-year constant maturity rate is one of the most widely used indexes and is often

used by lenders as a reference point for adjustable rate for mortgages. The mean

and standard deviation for one-year constant maturity rate is found 0.60 and 0.663

respectively from this sample study.

All of the three option indices VIXCLS, VXNCLS and VXVCLS have much higher

levels of implied volatility with the average mean of µ = 20.59 and the standard

deviation σ = 8.405 (almost 840%). The higher standard deviation means stock

returns for the companies vary substantially from their average stock returns which

can be considered as the reflection of revealing high levels of investor anxiety. The

CBOE volatility index VIXCLS itself has the shortest level of maturity with µ = 19.50

but S&P 500 3-Month Volatility Index has the lowest level of implied volatility with

σ = 7.705. A sharp shift took place recently in the S&P 500 Index options as the credit

crisis unfolded. The mean and standard deviation for the exchange rate DEXCAUS

is found µ = 1.13 and σ = 0.132 or 13% respectively. However, the overall measure of

the market expectations by the two near-term volatility indices CBOE NASDAQ 100

Volatility and CBOE S&P 500 3-Month Volatility are quite different than expected,

since they are based on some normalization scheme under CBOE. DEXJPUS has the

highest mean and standard deviation with µ = 99.40 and σ = 13.619 or 136%, over

the class of three selected exchange rates. Nevertheless, the trend of exchange rate

for Japan and Canada indicates an exchange rate appreciation against the U.S. dollar

in this contemplated time period. The mean and standard deviation for the exchange

rate between Mexico and U.S. DEXMXUS is found µ = 14.35 and σ = 2.727 shows a

moderate depreciation in the past few years as compared to the other two exchange

rates. Other key statistics such as the lag length, minimum or maximum values,
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skewness, and kurtosis of the data sets are also displayed in Table 3.1 and are self

explanatory.

3.2 Model Identification

As noted earlier, the EG test is a two-step procedure that involves an OLS estimation

for a prespecified co-integrating regression and a unit root test of the residuals saved

from this step. The null hypothesis of no co-integration is rejected if it is found that

the residuals are non stationary. The EG test procedure for bi-variate and multivari-

ate co-integration is shown by estimating the so called co-integrating regression of

the following form. Equation (7) exhibits the first step of this test:

spv1,t = β1 + β2xrt2,t + β3xrt3,t + β4xrt4,t + ut (7)

where spvt is the measurement for the stock price volatilities, xrtt is the exchange

rate measurement. In the above regression it is assumed that all the variables are I(1)

and might be co-integrated to form a stationary relationship as well as a stationary

residual term. This equation represents the assumed economically meaningful steady

state or equilibrium relationship among the variables. If the variables are found co-

integrating, they will share a common trend and form a stationary relationship in the

long run. The second step in this procedure is to test for a unit root in the residual

process to obtain the co-integrating regression. For this purpose, equation (8) for the

estimated residual sequence is constructed.

∆ût = α + πût−1 +
k∑
i=1

γi∆ût−i + υt (8)

Under the null of no co-integration, the estimated residual will be I(1) because spvt
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is I(1), and all the parameters will be zero in the long run. Finding the optimal lag

length is extremely important for the residual process to become the white noise.5 If

the unit root null hypothesis for the residuals is rejected then a significant π implies

spvt and xrtt are co-integrated. This means that the integrated variable spvt co-

integrates at least with one of the variables on the right hand side. The estimated

results might end up with a few co-integrating relationships between stock volatilities

and the exchange rates. Once a co-integrating relationship is established then the

next step is to see whether or not the stock price volatilities are weakly exogenous

or hang together to restore the equilibrium with the exchange rates. The following

equation (9) will estimate the ECM:

∆spv1,t =
k∑
i=1

δi∆spv1,t−i +
k∑
i=1

γi∆xrt1,t−i− π(spv1,t−1− β1− β2xrt1,t−1) + ∆ε1,t (9)

where π is the adjustment co-efficient that needs to be tested. If π is found significant

then there would be a long-run equilibrium relationship that exists between stock

volatility and the exchange rate with a short-run dynamic adjustment mechanism.

This implies that having some co-integration relationship, stock price volatility will

not appear to be weakly exogenous and thus moves together to restore the equilibrium

with exchange rates.

On the other hand, the time series of the interest rates are found stationary

i.e.irtt ∼ I(0) and the series for the stock volatilities are found to be non-stationary

i.e. spvt ∼ I(1). Therefore, there would be no genuine long run relationship to exist

between them and hence, no co-integration will exist between interest rate and stock

price volatility. As irtt will be more or less constant over time, spvt will increase over

time.

5In fact, the R programming software and it’s applicable packages usually do the maximum work
to generate the optimal lag length.
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One of the important characteristics of VAR models is that they allow us to test

the direction of causality. Causality in econometrics refers to the ability of one variable

to predict (and therefore cause) the other. The standard methodology this paper uses

is the two-way Granger causality test, which is an indistinct but familiar application

of the F -test. As previously stated, an ADF test for unit root will identify whether

a series is non-stationary or a random walk process. If a time series is stationary, the

causality test is performed by using their level values, but in contrast if the time series

are found non-stationary, then the transformation of the series is done by taking the

first differences.

The number of lags are usually chosen by using some information criterion such

as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). Any particular ‘lagged’ value of a variable

will be retained in the regression if it is significant according to the specific t-test

and hence, the other ‘lagged’ values of the variable will jointly add an explanatory

power to the model according to an F -test. For the bi-variate case, the directions of

causation will be examined based on the following empirical models:

∆spv1,t = α1 +

k1∑
i=1

δ1,i∆spv1,t−i +

k2∑
i=1

γ1,i∆xrt1,t−i + ε1,t (10)

∆spv2,t = α2 +

k1∑
i=1

δ2,i∆spv2,t−i +

k2∑
i=1

γ2,iirt2,t−i + ε2,t (11)

where irtt is the measurement of the interest rate. The stock price volatilities and the

exchange rate variables are expressed in their first differences. ε1,t and ε2,t are both

uncorrelated white-noise error terms. The null hypothesis of no Granger causation

from xrt to spv and also from irt to spv that is
∑
γ1,i = 0 or

∑
γ2,i = 0, will be tested

by using the lower level of significance for the F -statistic. The reverse causation from

spv to xrt and spv to irt will be evaluated by reversing the role of spv, xrt, and irt

in equations (10) and (11). In this case, four alternative patterns of causality can be
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possible: (i) spvt causes xrtt (unidirectional Granger causality from spv to xrt), (ii)

xrtt causes spvt (unidirectional Granger causality from xrt to spv), (iii) there would

be a bi-directional causality (causality among the variables), and finally (iv) the two

variables will be independent (no causality).

The appropriate causality model that allows us to test and statistically detect the

cause and effect relationship among multivariate case, is expressed by the following

VAR(p) models:

∆spv1,t = α1 +

k1∑
i=1

δ1,i∆spv1,t−i +

k2∑
i=1

γ1,i∆xrt1,t−i +

k3∑
i=1

λ1,iirt1,t−i+ε1,t (12)

∆xrt2,t = α2 +

k1∑
i=1

δ2,i∆spv2,t−i +

k2∑
i=1

γ2,i∆xrt2,t−i +

k3∑
i=1

λ2,iirt2,t−i+ε2,t (13)

∆irt3,t = α3 +

k1∑
i=1

δ3,i∆spv3,t−i +

k2∑
i=1

γ3,i∆xrt3,t−i +

k3∑
i=1

λ3,iirt3,t−i+ε3,t (14)

where ε1t, ε2t, and ε3t are again uncorrelated white-noise error terms and spvt and xrtt

are integrated of order one while irtt is integrated of order zero. From the above sets of

equations the joint significance of the coefficients of ‘lagged’ independent variables will

be evaluated to uncover the directions of causation between any pairs of the variables.

If the coefficients of ‘lagged’ xrtt terms in equation (12) are statistically different from

zero as a group and the coefficients of ‘lagged’ spvt terms in equation (13) are also

statistically different from zero, but at the same time if the coefficients of ‘lagged’ irtt

are not statistically different from zero both in equation (12) and (13) then two-way

Granger causality will be seen between xrtt and spvt. That means xrtt and spvt will

have a bi-directional Granger causality. However, if the the coefficients of ‘lagged’ irtt

are statistically different from zero in equation (12) but are not statistically different
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from zero in equation (13) then irtt will cause spvt in one direction and the reverse

direction will be absent (unidirectional causality).

By the same token, if the ‘lagged’ terms of irtt in equation (13) are statistically

different from zero as a group, and the ‘lagged’ xrtt terms in equation (14) are also

statistically different from zero with a significant ’F-statistic’ then it can be concluded

that irtt and xrtt will resulting a bi-directional Granger causality. Again, if the sets

of ‘lagged’ spvt terms in equation (13) are not statistically different from zero but

the sets of ‘lagged’ terms of spvt in equation (14) are statistically different from zero

as a group then for a significant F-value, a unidirectional causality will be exhibited

between irtt and spvt. Finally, if both sets of ‘lagged’ irtt terms and ‘lagged’ spvt

terms are not statistically different from zero for an insignificant F-value in either

equations (13) and (14) then it can be concluded that xrtt is independent of irtt and

spvt (no causality).

4. Empirical Results and Findings

4.1 Co-integration Analysis

The results for the bi-variate and multivariate co-integration tests are reported in

Tables 3.3 and 3.4. The co-integration test depends on the ADF unit root test of

the selected variables. The unit root test results for all the respective variables are

shown in Table 3.2. The three interest rates are found to be stationary in their

levels. Table 3.3 presents the results of co-integration for bi-variate case. In this

study, the bi-variate EG test of co-integration between the stock volatility indices

and the exchange rates are performed because they have a unit-root non-stationary

process. The null hypothesis of no co-integration between the stock volatilities and the

Mexico-U.S.$ exchange rates cannot be rejected in some cases. Table 3.3 reports the
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estimated coefficient from the co-integrating regression between different stock price

volatilities measurement and the three exchange rates. Almost all of the coefficients

are found to be statistically significant. It also shows the unit root test results for

the estimated residuals from those co-integrating regression. It reports the error-

correction estimation results through the adjustment coefficient only when the two

series are found co-integrated. The null hypothesis of unit root in the estimated

residuals of a co-integrating regression between the Mexico/U.S. exchange rate and

the CBOE VIX volatility index is rejected at better than 1% level. It means that

these two series are co-integrated or move together in the long run.

However, the null hypothesis of no co-integration cannot be rejected for S&P

500 3-month volatility index with the Mexico/U.S.$ exchange rate but is rejected

for NASDAQ 100 volatility index. The unit-root hypothesis cannot be rejected for

the estimated residuals from those two co-integrating regressions. Besides, all other

exchange rates and the stock price volatilities illustrate zero co-integration or hav-

ing no long-run relationship between them. The error-correction estimation for the

co-integrating regression of CBOE VIX volatility index and CBOE NASDAQ 100

volatility index with the Mexico/U.S.$ rate are shown as an adjustment coefficient

value of the residuals. In both cases the coefficients are found statistically signif-

icant; that means the CBOE VIX volatility variable is not weakly exogenous and

moves together to restore the equilibrium with Mexico/U.S.$ rate. In summary, the

results of this paper suggest that stock price volatilities exhibit zero co-integration

with several other exchange rates but provides the evidence of co-integration with the

Mexico/U.S.$ rate when investigated in a bi-variate context.

Table 3.4 presents the co-integration result for the multivariate case. In the mul-

tivariate framework there seems to be a long-run relationship between the stock price

volatility indices and the exchange rate measures. But the statistically insignificant
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error correction estimation shows that S&P 500 3-month volatility index and NAS-

DAQ 100 volatility index are weakly exogenous to the exchange rates and will not

move together to restore the equilibrium in the long-run. Nevertheless, the finding

of multivariate co-integration rules out the possibility of non-causality between the

variables, since the presence of co-integration suggests that there must be at least one

direction of causation in the Granger sense. The following two sections examine the

issue in detail.

4.2 Results from Bi-variate Causality Test

This section investigates the empirical results produced by the bi-variate Granger

causality tests. Table 3.5 generates some stimulating results of the short-run interac-

tions between stock price volatility and exchange rate. The null hypothesis for this

test is that the stock volatility index does not cause exchange rate and vice-versa

. The null hypothesis of no causation from the CBOE VIX stock price volatilities

(VIXCLS) to the Mexico/U.S. exchange rates is rejected at less than 1% level of sig-

nificance. In contrast, the null hypothesis of no causation from the Mexico/U.S. ex-

change rates to the S&P 500 3-month volatility (VXVCLS) and NASDAQ 100 (VXN-

CLS) stock volatility cannot be rejected. However, for the cases of Canada/U.S. and

Japan/U.S. exchange rates the changes in the stock prices have predictive power for

those exchange rate changes. This paper documents unidirectional causality from the

Japan/U.S. exchange rate and bi-directional causality from Canada/U.S. exchange

rate to those of the stock price volatilities; most of them are found to be highly sta-

tistically significant at 1% to 5% level of significance. These findings, however, may

not be convincing as the regressions may suffer from omitted variable bias or fail to

account for the possibility of another variable driving both the exchange rates and

the stock price volatilities.
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Table 3.5 shows that CBOE VIX volatility index and Japan/U.S. foreign ex-

change rate have a unidirectional causal relationship. However, CBOE S&P 500

3-month volatility index establishes a bi-directional causality with Japan/U.S.$ ex-

change rate. Both of these relationships are found to be significant at a large value

of F-statistic. Nevertheless, the positive and negative sign of causality are also de-

termined by the significant value of the long-run multiplier (LRM). In the case of

interest rates, the stock volatilities produce significant amount of unidirectional and

bi-directional Granger causality with those preferred rates. Table 3.6 shows that al-

most every selected interest rate exhibits at least one unidirectional causality over

stock prices although many of their relationships postulate a negative causality sign.

This means that the stock price volatilities Granger cause interest rates more or less

negatively.

Table 3.6 reports that the daily rates of 3-Month Treasury Bill (DTB3) shows

a bi-directional Granger causality with all of the three CBOE volatility index, but

it shows a negative causal relationship with the VIXCLS and VXVCLS. The spread

between 3-month commercial paper and federal funds rate (CPFF) produce a feed-

back relationship for causality with VXVCLS. But VIXCLS, VXVCLS and VXNCLS

indices show zero unidirectional causality for 1-year treasury constant maturity rate

(DGS1); an index that is mostly used to set the cost of variable-rate loans such as

adjustable rate mortgages. All the other test results of statistical significance or zero

Granger causality have been ascertained from Table 3.6 by their respective lowest re-

ported F-statistic and the corresponding probability values. Accordingly, it can also

be predicted, at the same time, the causality sign of the test results by their LRM

multiplier values and it’s significance from the corresponding probability values.

The empirical results from those two tables produce two different bi-variate flow

charts. Figure 3.1 incorporates the stock volatility and the exchange rate variables
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with a node; each node exhibits a causal relationship and the arrow sign represents the

direction of the causality. Canada/U.S. exchange rate shows bi-directional Granger

causality and Japan/U.S. exchange rate also displays two-way Granger causality with

VXVCLS volatility index. Both of these are connected by two oppositely directed

nodes. The interesting thing is that VXVCLS volatility index exhibits bi-directional

Granger causality with the other two volatility rates. Finally, Japan/U.S. dollar rate

shows a two-way Granger causality with Canada/U.S. dollar rate.

Figure 3.2 captures a number of bi-directional Granger causality and more uni-

directional causality between interest rate and the stock price volatility. DTB3 rate

establishes bi-directional Granger causality with all three stock volatilities VIXCLS,

VXNCLS and VXVCLS. CPFF has two-way Granger causality with VIXCLS and

VXVCLS volatility index. Two-way Granger causality is evident from VXVCLS to

volatility indices VIXCLS and VXNCLS. DGS1 shows unidirectional causality to all

three volatility indices. The feedback causality from those three indices towards DGS1

are absent in this case.

4.3 Results from Multivariate Causality Test

Table 3.7 illustrates causality results for the multivariate case. In the Granger sense,

the results confirm the previous bi-variate findings that the stock price volatilities

are causally linked to the effective interest rates with feedback effects. In the case

of the DTB3 interest rate, there is bi-directional Granger causality with VIXCLS,

VXVCLS and VXNCLS. The F-values for the joint significance test are found to be

statistically significant and the sign of the causal relationship is determined by the

significant values of LRM. Additionally, both the CPFF spread rate and the DGS1

turn out to be Granger caused by VIXCLS, VXVCLS and VXNCLS volatility index.

But in return, those two interest rates do not Granger cause the three volatility indices
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of the interest. However, there is no evidence for feedback relationship from VIXCLS

to CPFF and the DGS1 to VIXCLS.

The results appear to indicate that VIXCLS Granger causes the Mexico/U.S dol-

lar exchange rate. But this causality is found to be statistically insignificant in the

opposite direction. Additionally, the null hypothesis that there is no causation from

VIXCLS and VXVCLS to that of Japan/U.S. and Canada/U.S. exchange rates re-

spectively, is not rejected in both cases. This means the Japan/U.S.$ rate and

Canada/U.S.$ rate is an insignificant indicator for VIXCLS and VXVCLS volatil-

ity indices. Similarly, there is no causality from the VXNCLS to Mexico/U.S.,

Japan/U.S., Canada/U.S.$ rate. Only a feedback relationship for causality is es-

tablished for VXVCLS and Mexico/U.S.$ rate. The F-statistic is high enough to

reject the null at 1% level of significance in both cases. These results indicate that

the Chicago options market is informatively efficient. The findings of this study

are also more or less consistent with some findings of Kim (2003) and Soenen and

Hennigar (1988). Moreover, their results indicate that the importance of interest rate

regulation and monetary policies could be more effective in explaining the movements

of the U.S. equity market.

For the multivariate case, Figure 3.3 produces a total of six bi-variate Granger

causalities. DTB3 shows three bi-directional Granger causality with VIXCLS, VXV-

CLS and VXNCLS. Mexico/U.S.$ rate produce the bi-variate causality with VXV-

CLS. DGS1 has created a feedback causal relationship with Mexico/U.S.$ rate. Japan/U.S.

foreign exchange rate unidirectionally causes VXVCLS and VXNCLS. Mexico/U.S.$

rate creates a bi-directional causality with DTB3. However, the flow chart reveals that

Canada/U.S.$ rate has a unidirectional Granger causality to VXNCLS and VXVCLS.

On the other hand, CPFF has a unidirectional Granger causality to Mexico/U.S.$

rate and Japan/U.S.$ rate. VXVCLS has a unidirectional causal relationship with
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DGS1 interest rate but there is a one-way Granger cause from VIXCLS to DGS1.

However, DGS1 shows a two-way Granger causality effect with Japan/U.S.$ rate. In

summary, it is apparent that three interest rates produce more bi-directional Granger

causality in terms of the numbers with stock volatilities than in comparison with

exchange rates. The findings of this study, therefore, substantiate that interest rate

has discernible causal impact on stock price volatilities but exchange rates, although

created few causal relationship, cannot be identified as noticeable factors.

5. Conclusion

This research empirically examines the dynamics between the volatility of stock re-

turns, the movement of dollar exchange rates, and interest rates in terms of the extent

of interdependence and causality. The standard co-integration test and Granger pro-

cedure has been applied to investigate the interactions between three major exchange

rates (in terms of the U.S. trade-volumes), three important representative interest

rates and three stock market indices for the Chicago options market. Daily data sets

from December 2007 to December 2017 have been used. The results from the bi-

variate models indicate no long-run relationship between the stock volatility indices

and Japan/U.S. and Canada/U.S. exchange rates but there is evidence of long-run

relationships between VIXCLS, VXNCLS and the Mexico/U.S. currency exchange

rate. However, there is some indication for co-integration when the models are ex-

tended to include all the exchange rates and the stock volatilities. On the other hand,

co-integrating relationships between the stock volatilities and the interest rate cannot

be possible because the interest rate variables are found stationary in nature.

However, the absence of co-integration in bi-variate cases subsequently exhibits a

few Granger causalities in between exchange rates and the stock market volatilities.

The empirical findings from the causality tests reveal strong statistical evidence by
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establishing a number of unidirectional and bi-directional causal relationships between

the stock price volatility and the interest rate. First, there is a unidirectional causality

from all the three stock price volatilities to the 3-month treasury bill. Additionally, a

feedback effect from the 3-month treasury bill to the stock volatilities is also observed.

Second, three stock volatility indices and the exchange rates are Granger caused by the

one year treasury constant maturity rate and the three-month commercial paper rate

minus federal funds rate. There is also evidence of bi-directional causality between

the CBOE S&P 500 3-month volatility index and the Mexico/U.S.$ exchange rate.

The extent of unidirectional causal relationships with stock volatility indices with the

other exchange rates is insufficient when compared to the interest rates.

Finally, this study presents more significant unidirectional as well as bi-directional

causalities from interest rates to stock returns and other significant unidirectional

causalities from exchange rates to stock returns. However, in the opposite cases the

feedback effect of exchange rates mostly did not exist. The findings of this paper

suggests that the Mexico/U.S.$ rate might play an important role in the U.S. stock

market in the short-run. The changes in the exchange rate reflects the international

competitiveness of United States’ exports, one of the factors in U.S. growth rate over

the past two decades. Additionally, the results focus on the fact that the stock price

volatility at the Chicago Options Market is driven considerably by government based

interest rates regulations. These changes in interest rates mainly reflect the presence

of any short-run bi-directional causal link from DTB3 and CPFF in the Chicago

Options and Equity market.
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APPENDIX A: TABLES

Table 3.1: Summary Statistics

Variables† Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. Skewness Kurtosis Lag
Length

VIXCLS 19.497 8.8746 9.14 80.06 2.29 7.73 18

VXNCLS 21.168 8.6342 10.31 79.16 2.35 8.39 18

VXVCLS 21.118 7.7056 11.85 64.35 1.82 7.45 18

DTB3 0.3734 0.5867 -0.02 3.29 2.28 5.20 20

CPFF 0.1690 0.2831 -0.53 2.91 4.79 29.55 20

DGS1 0.5988 0.6625 0.08 3.49 1.79 2.62 17

DEXMXUS 14.3543 2.7271 9.92 21.89 1.05 12.56 20

DEXJPUS 99.4039 13.6198 75.72 125.58 -0.41 4.69 19

DEXCAUS 1.1279 0.1318 0.94 1.46 -0.25 8.38 10

Note: Number of Observations are 2,416; †all of the variables are measured in their
levels; VIXCLS means CBOE Volatility Index: VIX; VXNCLS means CBOE NAS-
DAQ 100 Volatility Index; VXVCLS means CBOE S&P 500 3-Month Volatility In-
dex; DEXMXUS stands for Mexico/U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate; DEXJPUS means
Japan/U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate; DEXCAUS means Canada/U.S. Foreign Ex-
change Rate; DTB3 stands for 3-Month Treasury Bill: Secondary Market Rate; CPFF
stands for 3-Month Commercial Paper Minus Federal Funds Rate; DGS1 stands for
1-Year Treasury Constant Maturity Rate.
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Table 3.2: Unit Root Test

ADF Test
Variables† Tau-Statistics in level Tau-Statistics after difference
VIXCLS -2.21881 -23.95152
VXNCLS -2.10924 -21.30651
VXVCLS -2.51276 -19.03378
DEXMXUS 1.24498 -30.6357
DEXJPUS -0.133204 -13.4615
DEXCAUS 0.691829 -24.1448
DTB3 -4.50269 -
CPFF -3.73479 -
DGS1 -3.94405 -
Note: †three stock price volatilities and the three exchange rate variables are
found to be first difference stationary, i.e. they are I(1); the three interest rate
variables are found I(0) at their levels.
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Table 3.3: Co-integration Tests (Bi-variate Case).

Engle-Granger Test
Variables Coefficient Test-statistic for

Residuals
Adjutment Coefficient

(a) VIXCLS, DEXMXUS -1.1005*** -3.9841* -0.0234***
(-15.77)† (0.052)‡ (-2.786)†

VIXCLS, DEXJPUS -0.1996*** -2.5947
(-14.80) (0.196)

VIXCLS, DEXCAUS -6.4481** -2.6815
(-2.41) (0.179)

(b) VXVCLS, DEXMXUS -0.9134*** -2.8892
(-15.27) (0.139)

VXVCLS, DEXJPUS -0.1999*** -2.8277
(-17.65) (0.157)

VXVCLS, DEXCAUS -5.9372** -2.6134
(-3.74) (0.232)

(c) VXNCLS, DEXMXUS -1.0037*** -3.4231** -0.0213**
(-14.83) (0.039) (-2.556)

VXNCLS, DEXJPUS -0.1578*** -2.6836
(-11.97) (0.169)

VXNCLS, DEXCAUS -4.1666** -2.6627
(-2.94) (0.156)

Note: †figures inside the parentheses indicate t-ratio for the entire column; ‡figures
inside the parentheses indicate the asymptotic p-value for the entire column; the null
hypothesis for testing residuals is that estimated residuals has a unit root; *significant
at 10% level, **significant at 5% level, ***significant at 1% level.
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Table 3.4: Co-integration Tests (Multivariate Case).

Engle-Granger Test
variables Coefficient Test Statistics

for Residuals
Adjutment Coefficient

(a) VIXCLS

DEXMXUS -5.6129*** -5.62805 -0.02867***
(-49.53)† (0.001)‡ (-2.58)†

DEXJPUS -0.6441***
(-42.20)

DEXCAUS 143.071***
(49.66)

(b) VXVCLS

DEXMXUS -4.7561*** -4.91534 -0.01463
(-51.57) (0.003) (-1.95)

DEXJPUS -0.6068***
(-48.87)

DEXCAUS 125.502***
(53.53)

(c) VXNCLS

DEXMXUS -5.4311*** -5.37601 -0.02534
(-48.20) (0.006) (-1.29)

DEXJPUS -0.5773***
(-38.05)

DEXCAUS 136.955***
(47.81)

Note: †figures inside the parentheses indicate t-ratio for the entire column; ‡figures
inside the parentheses indicate the asymptotic p-value for the entire column; the null
hypothesis for testing residuals is that estimated residuals has a unit root;*significant
at 10% level, **significant at 5% level, ***significant at 1% level.
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Table 3.5: Bi-variate Causality Results (Stock Volatility and Exchange
Rate).

Null Hypothesis; F-Value pr (F≥f) Long Run
Multiplier
(LRM)†

pr(≥LRM)‡

VIXCLS dnc DEXMXUS 3.6035 0.000*** 1.00E-04 0.332
DEXMXUS dnc VIXCLS 2.4197 0.058* 139.577 0.407
VXVCLS dnc DEXMXUS 0.8489 0.279 1.00E-03 0.049
DEXMXUS dnc VXVCLS 0.1577 0.138 135.504 0.417
VXNCLS dnc DEXMXUS 3.4884 0.006*** 1.00E-04 0.024
DEXMXUS dnc VXNCLS 1.2649 0.159 93.7300 0.388
VIXCLS dnc DEXCAUS 5.7695 0.000*** 0.84240 0.493
DEXCAUS dnc VIXCLS 6.5271 0.040** 0.03127 0.017
VXVCLS dnc DEXCAUS 6.0528 0.000*** 0.00312 0.041
DEXCAUS dnc VXVCLS 5.8241 0.001*** 3144.694 0.309
VXNCLS dnc DEXCAUS 0.1056 0.579 0.003 0.493
DEXCAUS dnc VXNCLS 4.3491 0.000*** 0.0958 0.039
VIXCLS dnc DEXJPUS 2.9811 0.000*** -0.002 0.000
DEXJPUS dnc VIXCLS 0.294 0.587 -2.377 0.449
VXVCLS dnc DEXJPUS 3.0822 0.000*** -0.003 0.057
DEXJPUS dnc VXVCLS 4.0521 0.044** 0.0006 0.037
VXNCLS dnc DEXJPUS 3.6385 0.000*** -0.003 0.032
DEXJPUS dnc VXNCLS 0.0755 0.784 -1.074 0.485
Note: dnc means does not cause; †LRM is used to find out the specific sign of the
causality; ‡pr(LRM) is the probability value when the null of LRM is not different

from zero; ;all the variables are measured in their first differences; *significant at
10% level, **significant at 5% level, ***significant at 1% level.
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Table 3.6: Bi-variate Causality Results (Stock Volatility and Interest
Rate).

Null Hypothesis; F-Value pr (F≥f) Long Run
Multiplier
(LRM)†

pr(≥LRM)‡

VIXCLS dnc DTB3 3.2528 0.002*** -0.0046 0.027
DTB3 dnc VIXCLS 9.3967 0.003*** 0.0043 0.078
VIXCLS dnc CPFF 5.8332 0.001*** -0.0024 0.053
CPFF dnc VIXCLS 8.7911 0.000*** 0.0061 0.021
VIXCLS dnc DGS1 0.5595 0.583 -0.0713 0.437
DGS1 dnc VIXCLS 3.9987 0.001*** 0.0039 0.037
VXVCLS dnc DTB3 2.0408 0.061** -0.0478 0.041
DTB3 dnc VXVCLS 7.0199 0.000*** 0.0003 0.048
VXVCLS dnc CPFF 5.5638 0.000*** -0.0048 0.052
CPFF dnc VXVCLS 9.3164 0.003*** 0.0080 0.027
VXVCLS dnc DGS1 0.4336 0.283 -0.0743 0.957
DGS1 dnc VXVCLS 2.3444 0.002** 6.7477 0.426
VXNCLS dnc DTB3 1.8918 0.025** -0.000 0.043
DTB3 dnc VXNCLS 8.1392 0.000*** 5.6498 0.387
VXNCLS dnc CPFF 0.7555 0.361 0.0011 0.483
CPFF dnc VXNCLS 8.2831 0.000*** 24.8066 0.255
VXNCLS dnc DGS1 0.0482 0.286 -0.0818 0.389
DGS1 dnc VXNCLS 3.8616 0.000*** 0.0009 0.032
Note: dnc means does not cause; †LRM is used to find out the specific sign of the
causality; ‡pr(LRM) is the probability value when the null of LRM is not different

from zero; ;only the stock volatilities variables are measured in their first differences;
*significant at 10% level, **significant at 5% level, ***significant at 1% level.
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Table 3.7: Multivariate Causality Results.

Null Hypothesis; F-Value pr (F≥f) Long Run
Multiplier
(LRM)†

pr(≥LRM)‡

VIXCLS dnc DEXMXUS 2.3219 0.023** 2.00E-04 0.065
VIXCLS dnc DEXJPUS 0.0432 0.194 -0.0031 0.796
VIXCLS dnc DEXCAUS 0.7995 0.287 0.1097 0.429
VIXCLS dnc DTB3 3.2589 0.001*** -0.0046 0.044
VIXCLS dnc CPFF 0.8426 0.581 -0.0019 0.481
VIXCLS dnc DGS1 3.5509 0.000*** 0.0079 0.035
VXVCLS dnc DEXMXUS 2.6705 0.000*** 1.00E-04 0.026
VXVCLS dnc DEXJPUS 0.6351 0.548 -0.5231 0.459
VXVCLS dnc DEXCAUS 0.0812 0.694 0.000 0.254
VXVCLS dnc DTB3 2.0481 0.061** 0.0047 0.036
VXVCLS dnc CPFF 5.5677 0.000*** -0.0043 0.044
VXVCLS dnc DGS1 2.4259 0.024** -0.0174 0.451
VXNCLS dnc DEXMXUS 0.4319 0.192 3.00E-04 0.257
VXNCLS dnc DEXJPUS 0.4541 0.385 -0.0037 0.225
VXNCLS dnc DEXCAUS 0.7557 0.617 0.0062 0.474
VXNCLS dnc DTB3 2.8774 0.014** 0.0049 0.037
VXNCLS dnc CPFF 5.7779 0.000*** 0.0014 0.049
VXNCLS dnc DGS1 2.0465 0.062** -0.0083 0.041
DEXMXUS dnc VIXCLS 0.6441 0.258 104.975 0.395
DEXMXUS dnc VXVCLS 3.5928 0.000*** 198.248 0.361
DEXMXUS dnc VXNCLS 0.6302 0.383 72.0766 0.346
DEXJPUS dnc VIXCLS 1.0515 0.396 1.7526 0.493
DEXJPUS dnc VXVCLS 1.5075 0.173 -6.5915 0.453
DEXJPUS dnc VXNCLS 2.9465 0.000*** 0.00128 0.049
DEXCAUS dnc VIXCLS 0.2568 0.231 701.655 0.465
DEXCAUS dnc VXVCLS 2.6824 0.029** 1655.61 0.414
DEXCAUS dnc VXNCLS 2.8983 0.015** 0.00239 0.049
DTB3 dnc VIXCLS 9.3403 0.000*** 0.00046 0.048
DTB3 dnc VXVCLS 6.9793 0.000*** 0.00013 0.002
DTB3 dnc VXNCLS 8.1121 0.001*** 0.00079 0.008
CPFF dnc VIXCLS 8.7873 0.000*** 26.7801 0.114
CPFF dnc VXVCLS 9.3098 0.000*** 29.8672 0.225
CPFF dnc VXNCLS 3.2889 0.025** 24.9768 0.154
DGS1 dnc VIXCLS 0.9588 0.452 6.4349 0.702
DGS1 dnc VXVCLS 2.3437 0.001*** 6.8468 0.4324
DGS1 dnc VXNCLS 3.8416 0.000*** 6.7591 0.3361
Note: dnc means does not cause; †LRM is used to find out the specific sign of the
causality; ‡pr(LRM) is the probability value when the null of LRM is not different

from zero; ;stock price volatilities and the exchange rates variables are measured in
their first differences; *significant at 10% level, **significant at 5% level, ***significant
at 1% level.
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APPENDIX B: FIGURES

Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Bi-variate Granger Causality.
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Figure 3.2: Flow Chart of Bi-variate Granger Causality.
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Figure 3.3: Flow Chart of Multivariate Granger Causality.


